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Amlrlld
In the context of a muhidisciplinary study to determine current and past ecosystem
heahh, st erols were analyzed in plankton, settling panicles and sediments from Trinity Bay ,
Newfoundland by saponification. derivatization to their TMS ethersand GC and GClMS.
Plankt on net low samplesand settlingpanicles co ntained Cr,and~. sterols typical of marine
plankton. However, higher plant C;. and~ sterols were prominent in sediments from both
in-s hore and off-shore sites , indicatingan appreciable terre strial co ntnllution to sedimentary
o rganic carbon and eithe r degradat ion or effective recycling of marine sterols . No decrease
in total o r individual sterols was observed down the cores, suggesting good overall
preservation. Tbe fecal sterol coprostanol was not detected in offshore sediments, net tow
mat eria] o r settling particles, and was present o nly al low levels in certain in-shore
sed ime ntary horizons. This suggests that sewage discharges in rural Newfoundland are being
effic ient ly degraded or dispersed.
Total free sterols in the samples were detetmined by latroscan TLC-FID o n
C bro marods, a widely-used method whicheffec t ive lyseparates andquantifies lipid classes but
pro vide s no furtber infonnation on the species in each class. Thus, a newmethod (fLC.
Pyrolysis-GClMS) was developed in which lip id bands are deso rbed directly from the silica
Chro maro d surface into a GCIMS for analysis. Twelve lipid classes wereeither desorbed
without fun her treatment, co nverted to trimcthyIsilyI derivatives on the Chromarod. or
analyzed following in situ thermochemolysis with tetramethylammoniwn hydro xide . The
method ' s utility wasdemonstrated with lipids from settling particles. especially whereTLe
bandscontained more than one lipid class (waxl stery l esters, acetcoe-eoobue polar lipids).
Wax esters up to C.2 were detected, with alkyl and acyl distnbutions cons istent with a
zoo plankto n source. The waxestet/steryl ester bBndcontained no more than 8% steryl esters,
suggesting that their contr ibution to this band is minimalbut that their co ntributio n to total
sterols may be significant . The free stero l carbon number distribution in settling partic les as
detennined by TLC-Pyrolysis-GCJMS matcbed that as det ermined by individual molecular
species analysis (predominantly Cn).By extending the sco pe o fl atro scan TLC -FrO, the new
method shoWdhave applications in many fields besides marine environme ntal studies viz. food
science, biomedical science and petrolewn analysis.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Lip kls In lhe marine en vironmenl
Lip ids arc a broad cia» of biornolecule s which are ~nera1Jy operatio nally defi ned
as be ing poo rly soluble in water . but soluble in non -po lar organic so lven ts such as
chlorofonn . althoug h so me auth ors prefer the narro wer definition of "f atty acids and
struc turally or biosymhencahy re lated compo und s" (Christie. 1989). a defi nitio n wh ich
would. for example. excl ude po lycyclic (polynucl ear) aro matic hyd rocarbons and sterols.
A wide vari ety of lipid clas ses are found in every co mpart me nt of the mari ne environ ment:
in organ isms. in the sea -surface microlaycr. adsorbed onto or incorporated into sett ling
particulates. in ancien t (W recem sediments. and in water in dissolved or collo idal form . The y
include (in order of elution on s ilica: Parri sh. 1988) al iphatic hydrocarbon s. polycyclic
arom atic hydroc arbo ns (PAHs). wax esters . short ch ain (e.g.• methyl) esters. acylated
glycero l e thers. triacy lglycerols. free fatty acids. ali pha tic alcohols. ste rols. diac ylg lycero ls .
mo noacy lglycerols. glycoglyceroli pids. pigme nts. and phosph olipids. Fig. 1.1 gives typi cal
exam ples o f some of these lipid classes. The funct ion s of Jipids in organisms (Zu bay. 1993)
range from energy capture and storage. to buoyanc y control. insulat ion. structural
compone nts (es pecial ly of ce ll me mbrane s). and vit am in and hormon al ro les.
1.2 Li p id nonwc: laCuR'
G ive n the vari e ty of lipid s found in mari ne mat eria l. an understanding of the ir
Aliphatic hydrocarbo n (pnsune)
PAH (anthracene }
o
Wax ester (heudecyl teU'adecanoat e)
o
~OM'
Fatty acid methyl ester (methyl palmitate)
o
Ketone (heudeean~3-<1ne)
Triacylglycercl (tripalmitin)
o
~
Free fatty acid (palmitic acid)
Aliphati c alcohol (fr-hexadecanol)
Filur~ 1.1 Classes of marine lipids and their stru ctures. After Parri sh (1988)
[)jacyl.~erol (1,2-di~mitin)
~.~ - , Pigment (chlorophylla)
~a'"Y'"'OH
OH
Monoacylglycerol (I -monolinolein)
G1ycoglycerolipid ( 1,2-dipalmitoyl_3-(13 1 '-6-gaIaC1osyl~gaJactosy I8lycer ol )
~~o-~cr-...-N(CH,)'
O'
Phosph olipid ( l ,2-dipal m itoylphosphati dylcholine)
Figure 1.1 (continued)
nomenc lature is an essential prerequisite to any discuss ion of the ir analysis.,occurrence and
biogeochemistry. The systems used for naming the lipid classes studied here will be briefly
introduced.
1.2.t Sterols
Stero ls arc formed in nature by the cyclizatio n of(3S)- 2.3 -oxid osqualeDe (squalene
epoxi de) (Catell and Ceruti, 1991) and modification of the resuhing tetraey clic molecule co
give a wid e variety of structures, having incommon theperhydrocyclopentanophenanchrene
"stero id nucleus" with rings A·D generally jo ined alJ4ra ns(Fig. I .la} (Zubay, 1993). In the
conve ntional representat ion of 1he stero id nucleus (Fig. 1.2b), this absolut e stereochemistry
(that of cho lesterol) is asswned unless another is shown. A thorough discussion of stero l
norrenclature is presented by Janssen ~tal. ( 1991). A5illustrated herebydebydrodinosteroI.
sterols are formally named as derivatives of cholesterol, with carbons numbered as in 1.2c .
The designatio ns a and II indicate substituents below and abo ve the plaoe of the steroid
nucleus, as drawn. Confusingly, a and II are also used to indicate stereochemistry at C-2 4
on the side chain- with a C·24 meth yl substituent. 24a is equivalent to 24R sterochemistry
(Goad, 1991 ). The terms stenol and stanol describeunsaturated and saturated species.
respec tively, although in a biogeochemical context they may re fer to analogous pain of 4-5
unsaturated and saturated structures, in which the side chain is still unsatwated. Cholestero l
itself is therefore cholest -5-en- 311-o1 BOO debydrodinosterol is 4.23 .24-trimethylcholesta-
5,22(E)-d ien-3 jl-oL In a saturated nucleus, designation of the C-S bridg ehead as a or p
Hb .
rigu~ 1.2. Sterol snuctuee and nomenclature . a . Cholesterol. showing stereochemi sny .
b. The conventionalresprescntation of cholestero l. Co Dehydrodin ost efol (44, 23,24-
trimethylcholest-S.22(£)-.dien-l ll-oI). d . The latest IUPAC co nventions for
numbering substituenn on thesterol nucleu s
indicates a subs tituent {HI be low or abo ve the plane of the ste roid nu cleus . respectively.
Furthe r met hyl substi tuerus (no t shown) are designat ed C·29 (o n C-28), C ·3 1 (o n C-4. 13) and
C·32 (on C-14. 0.) . Whil e 1989 IUP AC nomenc latu re revisions (Goad. 1991 ) res ulted in a
new numberin g syste m ( 1.2d ). the o lde r conventions are st ill widel y encounte red in the
literature and are there fore used here . Man y stero ls also have trivial names, often indica tive
of the so urce from which they were fi rst isolat ed.
Abbreviation of of len un wield y stero l name s is hampered by the di ffi cu hy in readily
describing all aspec t of a ste ro l's structure. The form 296S.2OU 18l£ may be used . this exa mple
ind ica ting a stero l with a total of 29 car bons, with dou ble bon ds at the 5 pos it ion and between
carbons 24 and 28, the latt e r with E con figuration . Stereoche mical co nsiderations (a or 13)
can be designated thus: 313,513-27 6° for 5p-e holes tan-313-01 (cop rostanol) (6° indicating a
satu rated species). However . the diffic ulty of ident ifying the positi on of subs t ituems on. or
de letions from (ind icated by th e prefix "r-noe", where carbon atom number x is de leted), the
cholestero l pare nt sti ll remai ns. Man y abbrevia tion syste ms are eit her insu ffici ently precise
to be universal (e .g.. Li et ai. 199 5) or arc preci se but arbi trary, giv ing littl e intrinsic
indication of the structure (e.g., Patte rson , 1991 ). Some authors (e .g., Mayzaud et at., 1989)
use the trivial name of one particular stero l C-24 ep imer to represe nt ei the r epimer. since the
two are of ten not separa ted in biogeoch emi call y-orien ted wo rks. Thus. "s itos te rol" would
designate both s itos terol (24a-ethylc ho lest-5-e n-313-oI) and clionosrerol (2 413-ethylcho]est.S.
en .313-ol) , an ap proac h which is val id as long as it is ex plicit ly stated . Th e naming system
used here (Table 1.1) designates the positi on of subst itue n ts (o r deleti ons ) with respe ct to
Tab le 1.1 . Sterol names used in the text. Letter/rwmberdesignatioos (bold text) following
the abbreviation refer to Fig. I.J
TriviaJ_ Sysl~MOIjc_
(A bbf'rVioriOfl)
cis-22-ddJydrocbon ero l cbo",",-S.22(Z)-d;m-JIl-<>I
(27b.,·nl ) A7
cbolestano l 5a:-<:boIeslao-Jjkll
(27b.~ C l
cbolestero l cbolest-5~J~1
(27b.' ) A l
coprostano l Sp,-<:bolestan-Jp.ot
(SP-27"'> 8 1
de hydrodinosterol 4a:,23 ,24~trimethylcholest·5,22(E)-d.ien-Jp,-01
(4a,23,24triMe~30A'.w) AI 4
desmosterol cholesta-5,24·d~Jp-01
(27Au · ) M
dimethyldebydrocbo'estanol 4a.,24-dimethyI .Sa -cbolest· 22( E)-e oo l
(41l,24diM e-29Ant) D19
dinosterol 4a..23 ,24-trimethyt-5Il-cbolest-22(E}eo-J p-01
(4a.2 J .24triMe- J 04 nt) DI4
brassicastanol· 24- methy l-5a -choIest. 22(£)-en-J J!-oI
(24Me_2842#:) C 9
bnssica:sterol· 24-m<tbykbol=o-S.22(E)-<ticn-JIl-<>I
(24Me_284 ' .nE) A9
epico prostanol 5lkbokstao-Jo.-ol
(3a,S p,-274~ FI
ethylchoiesta.5,22E-dieno1 24-<thy k bo",",-S.22( E)-d ;e"..JIl-<>I
(24Et-29b.'.nE) Al I
ethylcho lest. 22E-eno1 24-ethyI-5a -cbolest-22(E)-en- Jp -01
(24Ec-29A2lf:) CI I
Table 1.1 . (Con tinued)
elhy lcholeslanol 24-cthyl-Sa-choleslan-JjH> 1
( 24Et -29b.~ CJ
eth ylchcle srerol 24-et hylcholesl-S-en.JP-oI
(24Et-29b.' ) AJ
ethylcoprost anol 24-ethyl~,Sjkholestan·J13-o1
(24EI·5 l3-2911~ 8 3
fucosran ol 24-c lhylcho les l·24(28 )(E)-e n-J j3-01
(24EI_2911:",:aoL) CIl
fucosrero! 24-clhylchole sla-S.24(28 )(E.:')-dien.Jll-ol
(24Et· 2911
'
'':''' :l oE) A l l
isof uco sta nol 24-cl nylcholesl-24(28 )(Z)-cn-JI'- ol
( 24Et~296:"'!I 12) C I1
isofuco srero l 24-c lhylc ho lesla ·5.24(28 )(Z)-dien-3I' -o1
(24Et_296,..:",:a,z)A I2
lanos tero l 4 .4. 14·trime thyl· 5a-c ho les la- 8.24-dien. 3ll-ol
(4 .4. 14triMe-30l1w ) E5
24- me lhy lcholest ano l 24- mc:lhyl-Sa -cholestan . J jH>1
(24Me-286~ C2
4- mc:lhylcholeslallo l 4a.melhyl· Sa -choleslan-J Ji-oI
{4aMe·28A~ D1
24- me lhylcholesle rol 24-methyk ho leSl.'s-en-J j3-01
(24Me-2M ') A2
24-methylenecho leSianoi 24-mc:thy lchoIeSl-24( 28)-cn·3j3-01
(24 Me·28A!",:a,) C IO
24- methylenecholeslerol 24-me:thy lchole sta·S.24(28 )-d ien-J j3-01
(24Me. 28A'.1-Io!a') AI O
24-nordehydrocho leslanol 24-nor-Sa-chole sla·22 (£)-cn -3 j}-o1
(24nor-26Alll) C4
TaMe1.1. (Continued)
24-no rdehydrocbolcstcro l 24-DOrcbo 'esta -5.22( £)-dien- J j3.a1
(24nor-26&5..nE) Af
ccce jastero l 24-methyl-27-DOrcboIcsta-S.22(E)-dien- Jp..o l
(24Me-27DOr. 274 5.n£ ) AI
lra ns-22-dehydrocbo kstanol Sa:<bolesta-22(E)-dien-lj3.a1
(274 nE) C6
lTans -22-debydrocholcstero l cbolcsta -5.22(E)-dieo-JJ)-oI
(274 5.:1£) A6
In this work. brassicasterol and brass icas lano l were not separated from their 24P
epimers (epibrassacasterol and ep ibnls.sic.astanol.. respect ively). Hereafter.
''brass icasterol" thus refers to both brassicastero l and ep ibrass icastero l. likewise.
"brassicastanoj" designates both brassicastanol and ep ibrassicastanoL
$ #
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# $
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G
Figure 1.3. Sterol structures mentioned in the text. R 0; side chain (structures 1-14) .
Nee = steroid nucleus (structures A-G)
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Figure 1.3. (Continued)
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cho les terol. followed by co nfigurat ion at important chiraJ centres, and final ly the carbo n
number and the positions of any unsarurancn s. The hydroxy group is assu med to be 3(3and
the stereochemistry of a satura ted nucleus Sa, unless otherwise stated, and C-24
stereochemistry is not designated .
1.2.2 Sterol oonj ugat6
Esters of sterols with fany acids (commo nly ca lled sreryt esters. SE) are named by
com bining the name of the sterol and the fatty acid (the nomenc lature of which is discussed
below) . Thus the steryl ester in Fig. 1.4 is named choles t-5-en-3(3-yl hexadeca noate . o r
cholesteryl palmitate.
A steryl glycoside (SG) is a stero l of which the C l hydroxyl group is replaced by an
ether (g lycosidic) linkage to the C , pos ition of a mono- or o ligosaccharide contain ing up to
five glycosyl residues in linear sequence (Heinz. 1996). In higher plants. a single glucose
residue is the most common saccharide moiety (Wo jciec howski, 199 1). An acylated stery l
glycoside (ASO) additionally contains a fatty acid esterified to a hydroxyl on the saccharide ,
most ofte n at C6 (Heinz, 1996). Given the variety of mo nosaccharides which they may
cont ain (e .g.. ga lactose. ramnose, mannose, xylose, ribose . glucuronic acid), the positions
through which these may be linked ( 131-6, 1.l1-3. or (.\1- 4) , the nature and posit ion of any
acyl substituent. and the various ste rol spec ies them sel ves, the naming o f speci fic SGs and
ASGs ca n be complex; a de tailed d iscus sion is pre sented by He inz ( 1996). The sterol is
ind icated either before (Wojciec hows ki, 1991: He inz, 1996 ) or after (F uj ino and Ohnishi ,
12
Non-poIar species
Free sterol (FS)
Steryl ester (SE)
Steryl ethe r (SEt)
Fig un 1.4. Representative structures of sterol species occurring in the
marine environment.
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Polar species
Steryl glycoside (SG)
Acylated stery l glycos ide (ASG)
Steryl chlorin este r (SeE)
Figure I.... (Co nt inued)
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1979 ) a full desc ripnon of the glycosyl ponion . Fig. 1.4 shows 24-ethykholeste ryl ~[)..
glucopyranos yl(l M- 4 HJ-o.gluco p)'Tal1os ide (SO), of which the glycosyl pon ion m.Jy be
ab brevia ted to lJ-o.Glu( I.4>-tl-[)..Glu. and 24-ethylcho les teryl (6 ·..()..steroyl>-{l-[)..
glucopyranoside (ASG).
Steryl ch lorin esters (SC E.'i) (Fig. 1.4) are recenny di scovered stero l conjugat es in
which sterols are esterified to phytopheophorbidc:Q , a porp hyrin-like deg rada tion product
o f chlorophyll (Eckhardt et al., 199 1). No particular nomenc lature is curre ntly specified (ot
sees.
1.2.3 Fatt y acids. fau y a lcoho ls and wax esters
Individual falty acids are often abbreviated to the fonn x:y(l)Z, where x indicates the
number of carbons, y the number of dou ble bonds and z the num ber of carbon s from the
terminal «(I) meth yl group (inclus ive) to the first dou ble bond. Unless otherwise indicated .
all bonds are assumed 10be cis (Z) in configurat ion and meth ylene imerrupeed, For example.
octadeca- 9.12-dienoic acid (linoleic acid ) (Fig. 1.1) would be abbre viated to 18:26J6. More
unusual structures such as iso- o r anteiso- bnnching (ind ic ating a methyl group on the w2
or (1)3carbons . respectively ). or trans (£) doub le bond con figu ration. are indicated by the
ap propriate prefixe s. Trivial name s for many acids are still Wide ly used .
Long c hain aliphatic (fa u y) alco hols, tnough not as abundant a co nsn tuent of lipid
mat eria l as fauy acids, may be si milarly abbreviated, as lon g as it is clear which class of
co mpound is meant. Thus, wax esters, the esters of feuy acids with Iauy alcohols, are here
IS
abbreviated as x:y!x':y'. indicating the nwnbcr of carbons (x) anddouble bonds(y) in the
alkyl and acyl 0 portions, respectively.
1.1.4 Neutral.cyl&!Ynrvll
Several important lipid classes consist of glycerol (1.2.3-propanetriol) esterified to
one or more fatty acids ; those having one. two and three fatty acids are termed
moooacylglycerois (MAGs). diacylglycerols (DAGs) and triacylglycerols (fAGs).
respectively. For acylglycerols containing the same fatty acid at each position, the acid's
trivial name is readily used to name the acylglycero1. Using the example of palmitic
(hexadecanoic) acid, I ~monopalmitin des ignates the MA G l ~moDOhexadecanoylglycerol.
1.3-dipalmitin would be the DAG 1.3-dihcxadccanoylglycerol. and tripalmitin is the TAG
tribcxadccanoylglycerol. The naming systemusedhere does noedes ignate stereochemical
configuration around the glycerol C-2. since this is unimportant in this work; this issue is
discussed by Perkins (199 1). Where DAGs or TAGs contain CWo or three different fatty
acids. lengthier systematic names are needed, although the uivial names of Cbcfatty acids
may be incorporated into these.
u.s Phospholipid.
Pbosphoglyccridcs, the phospbolipids studied here . arc derivati ves of g1ycerol-3~
phospha te which may be esterified at the phosphoric acid portion as well as at both
remaining hydtoxyls on glycerol. They arenamed KCOtdinB to the substituenton phosphoric
'6
ac id (Zubay, 1993) aDdthe £any ac ids on the glycerol bydroxyb are indicated as rnfixes.
Th us, the pbospbolipid lDFie . 1.1 is disIc:aro)'lpbospbatidykboline. Pbospbatidykbolines
are a150 known as kcitbins. Other cornmOD substitueDtI esterifiedto the pbospbale moeity
include serine , M)'O-iDositol, aDd.g.Iycerol. Hthis substituent is. hydrogen atom. the lipid
is termed • pbospbatid.ic: acid.
1.3 Reln..« or tneilll orpaie arbolll ia til e ••rille nYirolUlleaL
Marine primary production by phytoplankton in surface wateTS underpins the entire
marine food web, including comm ncial and IUbsistence fisheries . Whil e most primary
production is also consumed or remineraliud in surface walen (Wakebam and Lee , 1991),
an important fraction sinks through the WlItet column and nourishes mid-water aDd.benthic
organisms. Furthermore , this sinlring organic matter transports atmospheric earboo into
sediments and deep oceanwaJtn., wbere it may remain for centuries (Libes. 1992). thereby
influenc ing global climate (sannieruo aDd.Sundquist, 1992). Therefore, an undcn:tanding
of the biogeochemistry (source organisms, processes and forms. rates of production and
degradation, and ultimate fate ) of organic carbon in the marifte environment is of vital
importance.
Organic compounds &om taKstrial sources which enter the marine environment in.
nm-offor throuBb atmospheric:deposition provide an additional energy input which can be
utilized and degndcd b)' marine orJanisms (Libes , 1992) . Human activities on land which
affect this input (e.I ., agriculture, deforestation) caD therefore affect marine ecosystems.
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Furthermore, the magnitude and dispersal patterns oftcrrestrial input may indicate which
parts ofthe marine environment maybe impactM by anthropogcnicaUy introduced pollutants
(e.g ., petroleum products).
1.4 Lipid... biomarken iD.the mariDe eariroDacat
Lipids can provide a wealth of information about organisms and processes in the
marine environment, reflecting sources ofcqanic matter and its transformational history in
the water column or sediments (Cranwell, 1982). Certain fatty acids can be traced
unmetabolized through food webs. Bnmched fatty acids {e.g. iso 14:0 andiso 16:0, and 15:0
and 17:0 iso and anuiso acids) in sediments and estuarine particles arc markers of bacterial
carbon input (e.g., Scribe ~t m. , 1991). Toxic dinoflagellates and diatoms produce
characteristic fatty acids (parrish et aI., 1992), such as 16:4<01 in the case of Nitzsc#lio
pungens (parrish et aI., 1991). Moreover , lipids ate often the slowest ofall biomolcculcs to
degrade in the carly stages of diagenesis (Huvcy et m. , 1995; Ishiwatari et m., 1995),
particularly inaooxic sediments. The use of lipids as biomarkers in this fashion is reviewed
by Saliot et al. (1991).
In addition to using individual molecular species as biomarkers, lipid class datacan
yield cnvirOnDl.CIltal information. Goutx et aI. (1990) obtained cbatac:teristic lipid class
profiles for common marine microalgac. Furthermore, lipid class composition can indicate
the physiological state of organisms. Applications have included using total
triac:ylglyceroUsterol ratios to gauge the condition of fish, crustacean and bivalve larvae
'8
(Fraser. 1989) andgauging the quality ofbalibut eggs by determining storage lipid content
(Daniel el 01., 1993).
1.4.1 Sterols ia the mariIle earil'olUlle.t
Sterols are found in all eukaryotes, as well as in cyanobacteria (patterson, 1991).
Their principal function is as a membrane component, in which they modulate the fluidity
of cell membranes; furtbcrmore. they arc precursors to certain vitamins and regulatory
substances (Goad, 1991 ; Zubay , 1993) . While some organisms (mammals. higher plants)
can S)1lthesize sterols t:k rrovo, others(e.g. , crustaceans) (SerTazanetti et aI., 1989) can only
modify dietary sterols and still others (e .g., many molluscs: Napolitano et aI.• 1993)
inco rporate unmodified dietary sterols.
A wide variety of sterol structura occur in the oceans. either originating then:or from
input from terrestrial systems (see Volkman, 1986). Brassell and Eglinton (1981) isolated
69 different sterol s from sediments from the Japan trench, and the identification of 30 or
more sterols in settling particles in various marineenvironments (Smith eloJ ., 1983; Bayona
et al.• 1989; Harvey and Johnston, 1995) is not unusual. These figures ate Dot su:pri.sing
considering the variety of organisms producing these sterols. with up to 74 sterols baving
been isolated from a single organism (ltoh etal.• 1983), and the variety of processes which
may subsequently transform these (reduction, dealkylation. etc.) (Cranwell, 1982).
Most organisms which syn~ize C-24 alkylated sterols produce only one C-24
epimer, althougb a few tettestriaJ. plants. including certain Cucurbitaeeae andC rassutaceae
such as KmlJMhoepinnata (air plant) (Akihisa etoJ ., 1991b) synthesize both C·24 epimen
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of a particular structure. GeDcra1ly , higher plants will contaiD the 24a cpimer (e.g., 240·
ethylcbolesta . S,12(E)-dic:n-31S-oI, stigmasterol). while algae contain the 24~ epimer (e .g.,
24p-ethylcholesta-S,22(E)-dien-3~I, poriferasterol) (Maxwell et ai., 1980).
Stero ls may OCCUI" in aquatic environments as free sterols, or in stayl esters
(Wakeham md Frew, 1982). stery l ethers (Booa aDdDeleeuw, 1919). steryl glycosides or
acy la1ed steryl gIycosides (Gt.du ~t ol. , 1991; Veron ~t Ill , 1996), or saerylddorin esters
(Eckardt rt al , 1991; HmwiiDe rtal.. 1996), the last formed during zoopIanktoo bcrtriwry.
In some environmellts the sterol composition in these forms diffcn &om that of the free
stero ls. Sedimentary steryl esters in Loch Clair , UK. had a lower SlanoUA'-stcnol ratio than
free sterols in the same sediment (Cranwell, 1982). Conversely, in settling particles in the
equalOriai Atlan tic, free sterol aDd stetyl ester molecular distri butions were well eom:lated
(Wakeham~I aJ.. 1980). and sedimc1:lwysteryl chloriD esters may be abetter indi cator of
the sterol composition of source orpDisms than free stero ls tbcmse lva (pearce et aI., 1998).
1.4.1.1 St ero .... bio&eocb~lIIical lll.rken
Even among lipid classes, sterols arc some of the best biogeochemical marker
compounds. due to their resistmce 10degradatioa (Sali ot:e l aI., 1991; Qucmmeur and Marty ,
1992 ) and theit wide variety of muctures. Intact sterols have C'VCIl been found in lignite
coals (De l Rio ~t aJ.. 1992)
Thesterol profileofdialoms can be cbarxteristic of . patticularcLass, family , acnus
or even specie s (8am1t et al ., 1995) ; 23,244imethylcholest-5,22Eodien-31l-01 may be •
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· uniq ue marker for the widespread Fr agillmW pitWlla. Table 1.2 iDdieatescenai.n 5tcT01
strue:tures broadly associucd with various alpl. taxa, although then: are many exceptions.
T~ include the predominaDa: of fueostcrol in most brown algae (Pbaeopbyceac) aDdof
cholestero l in many redalgae (R.hodophyccae), with desmostcTOl also frequentl y present in
the latter. 4a-Me:thy1sterols lie most widespread lImOD& the dinoflagellates (Dinopbyceae),
and 24-methylenedtolester'Ol aod (epl)brassic.asterol are frequently found in diatoms
(Bac illariopbyceae ).
T.ble 1.1. Characteristic sterols of various allal tax.a (after Patterson,1991 )
Algal clau PrindpaJ 01' characrerirtic sle,ols
Dino pb)Ulle (dino fla&eUatn) 4-Methyl stero ls, e.a-. dinosterol; cholestero l
,."".,..-opbyceoe 4 ' sttrols; (epi)bnssjcasterol
Phaeo phyccae (brown algae ) F_I
Baa:ilariophyccae (di atoms) Varies; many 4 1and C:z. sterol s
Rhodophyceee (red algae) Cho lesterol, desmosterol
Chlorophyceae (green al gae) Varies; 4 ' stero ls, some 4 1 or AU sterol s;~ sterols
Xan thopbyccae Ethylcbolesterol
Choroph..... Ethykbolesterol
The use of sterol biomarkers is complicated by the variabili ty of the stero l
co mpo sition whic:hmay occur even within cenaiD.algal &eoer&(P atterson, 199 1), and the
possi bility that a1pJ. 8fO\\'1h cooditions may alter their stero l compositi on (Veron et aI.,
1996). 24-Ethylcbolesterol. until recently thought to be an exclusi vely terrestrial sterol , is
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also produced by some algae (Volkman, 1986;Pattc:non.,I991;Li ,.,al. 1995). Tbe stCTOI
Wnostero l was once thought to be solely produced by dinoOagcllates. but bas also been round
in certain marine diatoms (Vo lkman,. , 01., 1993). Furthermore, wtWesome invertebratn
accumulate WUDDdi6ed dietary sterols. otben such as co pepods dealkylate dietary
phytostero ls (Scrnnmctti t' l 01., 1989). tbetefore modifying the stero l mput into sinking
particles. Nonetbc ltss. certain pettems in the sterol compo sition of marine samples can
provide useful biogeochc1nical information. A predominance of 4-metbyl stero ls Iilc.ely
indicates a significant dinoflagellate contnbution. \\/bile cenainalgae produce predominantly
C;;.and c;.. sterols, proponionately bighabundances o f tbcsc an: inmany cases still indicative
of terrestrial input (e.g., Laureillard and Saliot, 1993) . Additionally . examining the ratios of
certain sterols to othen (Li et aJ., 1995), orthe co-variation of eenain sterols with each otber
(Poc kington et 01., 1981) and with other biomarkers (YWlker et al., 1995) yieLdsfurther
informat ion.
1.4.1.1 Sterols as fecal b~.,.bn
Sewage dischatgn fromcoastal communities may hive various impaasOD me marine
envir onment . They may disruP'l Irarioc life by lowering dissolved oxygen levels (L ibcs,
1992 ). foul the gills of fish and filtcr fcediog or ganisms (Franke l 1995). and aher fish
abundances (Mearns. 1982) . Human beaIth may also be impactedthrough pathoien5 (e .g.,
skin and eye infections, hepalitis A) and hearymetais in sewage being introduced into the diet
thro ugh contaminated scafood (Frankel, t 995) . Therefore it is imponant 10determinethe
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extent and distribution of human sewage contamination, espec ially in areas such as
Newfo und land, which has ttaditionallydepended on marine fisheries and where there is great
interest in the further development o f aquaculture.
Cho lesterol (choIest·5-en-3lJ..o1)
"~H
Cholestan ol (Sa -<:holesta n-3l3-ol)
Coprosta none (5P-choIestan-3-one)
Coprostanol (5t,kholestan-3j}.o1)
Epiooprostanol (5ll-dlolestan-3a..ol)
Fig ure 1.5 . 4.'-Hydrogenat ioD of cho lesterol can produce eitber cbo5estano 1or coprostanol,
Co prostaoo IlCand epicoprostanoi are important indifferentiating sewage input s from
othe r possible coprostanol sources .
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The sterol coprostanol (5tl-cbolestan-3JkJI,) has long been used as a marker of
sewage contamination (e.g .• Hatcher and MacGillivary. 1979; Pierce and Brown, 19&4;
Writer et 01., 1995), providing an alternative 10 fecal coliform counts, which may be
unreliable due to die variability in coliform survival in different environments (Nichols and
Espey, 1991) . BacterialAs·hydrogenati on of dietary cholesterol in die intestines of mammals
produces this sterol ralhertban its isomer. dxllestanol (Sa-cbolestan-3JkJI) (Fig. 1.5)aDd its
distribution in river. barbour and coastal sediments (e.g., Writer et 01., 1995; Venkasetan and
Kaplan, 1990) in beachsands and greases, and in the sea surface microlayer (Nichols et oJ..
1996) has therefore been widely studied.
Pocldington et 01. (1987) have suggested that coprostanol may not be an
unambiguous fecal biomarker. since its concentration in Bedford Basin, Nova Scotia. was
closel y correlated with several distinctive alp! biomarkers. Furthermore, anoxic
sedimentary environments appearto favor the formation of 5j}-stanols over 5a-stanols from
tt,s_stenol s (Meyers and lshiwatari, 1993). Writer et 01. (1995) used a coprostanol
concentrati on of 0.010 ~i/i dw scdimeDt as a eut-offto indicate sewage contamination, but
coprostanol concentrations far higher than thismay occur in sediments from remote marine
locations (e.g ., Grimalt et ai., 1991 ; Colombo er al., 1997), suggesting sources other than
sewage. Moreover. it is necessary to differentiate fecal input due to livestock from that due
to dom estic sewage (Nichols et aI., 1996). Nonetheless, to ascenai.nwhether human. fecal
contamination is present in waste waters or sediments.S~ls and ketone intermediates
may be determined, and their abundances compamllo that of other sterols. Mudge and
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Bebianno (1997) usedthe coprostanolfc:bolesterol ratio to ascertain the extent of sewage
contamination in sediments. Quemeneur aDdMarty (1992) c:alc:u1atedthis ratio and the 24-
eth ylc:oprostanoUsitosterol ratio as indie:ators of fresh domestic: wastewater. Other
biomarkers, suc:has the 18:1(011118:1009fatty acid ratio(Quemencw" and Marty , I992) can
corroborate evidence of sewage input The ratio of coprostanol to coprostanol plus
cho lestanol, Spt(Sa + SP), bas also been used (Grimah et aI., 1990 ; Li et oJ., I99S; Mudge
and BebianDo, 1997), as has the ratioof c:oprostanol to dinos=ol (Venkantesao and Kaplan,
1990 ). The epic:oprostaDOlto coprostanol ratio can distinguish the feces of certainmarine
mammals from thai ofbumans (Venkantesanand Santiago, 1989), although ep;c:oprostanol
is also prevalent in sewagc treatedin sludge digeston (Grimalt et al., 1990). Lastly, the 4 4•
steno ne and stanooe intermediates in stan ol formation may be examined.
1.5 Methods (or lipid _&lysis
1.5.1 Sterolaaalyits
While individual sterols may be separated and analysed by HPLC (Akihisa et aI.,
1991a), GC is the most commonly used c:hromatographic: method for Cheiranalysi s. The free
alcohols may becbromatograpbed (e.g., Mayzaud et m., 1989; Quemeneur &. Marty, 1992),
but most methods precedeGC with some form of dcrivatiDtion. Conversion to less polar
derivatives allows con venient analysis on common oon-polar$fati0Dat)' phases, on wbic:hthe
free alcohols teDdto tail excessively. Sterol aceta1cs maybe prepared (e .g., Wakeham et aI.,
1980 ; Itch et al., 1982; Conway andMcDowcU Capizzo, 1991) but trimethylsilylcthcn arc
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by far the most commonly used deriv atives for marinesamples. aDd·many minor variatioos
in their preparation have beenrqlOrted. along with reviews of rel..ativeretention times aDd
ma5Sspeetra(Jooesel al .. 1994). Where the free alcobols are analyz.ed, their prior isolation
by silica column d uomatograpby,~vc n.C (e.g., Mayzaud et 01.• 1989) or HPLC
(e.g., Qucmeneur &. Marty, 1992) may be necessary, although many studi es empl oy this
approacb anyway, since it inaeases the certainty tha t mainly sterol s will appearm the GC
cbromatopam (e.g. Venbtesan et al.• 1987 ; Colombo et 01., 1996; Laurril1ard and Saliot,
1993). SIICb. JR-fractioaatioD. may a150 be used to lsolalcspcc:ific sterol subclasses, suchas
SjktaDols (Bull er01.• 199 8), or to sepame4,4-dimethyl. 4-mooometbyl and 4-desmethyl
sterols (Volkman. 1986) .
A notab le sboncomina ofmost GC methodsfor stero ls is their inability to separate
C-24 cpimers. Such separation has been ac biend OD long capillary co lumns (100 m or
more)(MaxweU et 01., 1980; Tho mpso n et al ., 1981), but anal ysis times an: too long (3-10
brs) for routine usc. Reverse- phase HPLC is useful for separating specific pairs of C-24
epimers (A.lcihisa et 01.• 199 1b), and IH nuclear magDC'licresonance (NMR) (e.g.. Goad,
1991) and X-ray crystallography (Ling et ai., 1970) are able to distinguishthem.although
th ese require isolalion of significant quantities of the iDdividual sterol . Due to sample
una vailability and complexity, C-24 cpimcn are rare ly distinguisbcd m marine
biogeochemical stUdies. despite the pocemiaI lOdiffcrmlialc algal BDdhigher plant inputsby
C-245teTeOCbemisrry.
Steryl esters ate DOl differentiated from &tiesleI'Ols by common methodswhichbegin
2.
with saponification (base bydrolysis) of the total lipKl extract. However , they may be
analyzcd intaet byGC orGC-MS (Wakeham4c Frew, 1982; Bull etal. , 1998), although bigb
temperatures are required and analysis times are l)'pic.a!.Iy long . Steryl ctbm can be:
simi luly analyzed (BooD and DeLeeuw, 1979). Polar sterol species present the greatest
analytical chalJenaes. Base hydrolysis does not release sterol s &om steryI gJywsides or
acyla1cd stef)'l gtycosidcs. and they an: therefore DOCde1ecled by conventional methods for
marine sterol analysis which ameralJy involve a1Winc saponification. Fully
trimethylsilylatcd ster)'1 glucos ide! have been analyz.ed by GC on a short packed column
(L aine and Elbein, 1971) . Reverse-phase HPLC may be: used. although detection is
problematic (Heinz, 1996) . The acid hydrolysis used by some workers (e.g., Veron et oJ.•
1996) to release sterols from thesepolar conjugates may alter the strue:~ of those sterols
(Heinz, 1996); pcriodate cleavage of tbe ether lin.bce is preferable.
1.5.1 Upid dau _aJyI;iI
As previously DOted,a pttpamive lipid class sepantion may be a useful prccedeu t
to mo lecular spccic:sanalysis of an individual class.. Often.quantitation by lipid class is the
desired rcsulL \\Ihile HPLC has been used for this (Gonzal cz-Castro et aL, 1996), most
woden have used some form ofTI..C .
1.5.:1.1l atrol UII TLC ·FID
In the past fifteen years, Iauoscan thin layer chromatography-flame ionization
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detection (JLC~FID) bas become a widely KCCJKCd technique for lipid class analysis . The
analytical system COIlSists oflXm quctzrods (Ouvmarods). 0.9 mm in d..iamc1.cr. coated
wi th a 75-J411 thick layer ofpxous silicI. gel particles (5-.umdiameter) sinten::d into & glass
flit (Ac:kman n al .. I990). 1hesampleis~&1oaeend:oftherodanddeveloped &Sin
pla1cTLC. It is thenpassed through • flamc ioDiDlioa de1a:rorin the Iatroscan insaumenl,
where each sep.med bald is quantified by combustion. Up to 1m rodscan be scanned
sim ultaneously. providina: hip sample throughput.. Partial scanning of the rods, and the
further development of uncombusted. material, allows multidimensional separation and
detection imposs ible in conventiooal plate nc.
Applied to marine lipid classes, Iauo5C&D TLC-FID can distinguish energy storage
classes, pollutants, mcmbrulc lipids, or indicators of orpnic matter degradation (c.s.• Go utx
~I ai., 1990) . The tedmique is npec:iaUy useful for analyzinj:such d asses as phospholipids
(Hazel, 19&5; GeriDand Gouct, 1993) and pigments whKh are 100 involatile or polar for GC
(Vo lkman and NKbols. 1991); it has also been app lied to the rapid detenninatioo of tot.al
lipid carboo (Harvey and Panoo, 1981; Oaura et 01.. 1987) and in other methodsas a support
for quantitation rather thIID • separation medium 1"" Ie (Kramer ~I aI., 199 1). Like
conven tioDal TLC plates, the Iilic:aCbromarod coatina CIa be imprqnalcd with various
modifiers, for example. copper (II) sulfalc to increase FID rnponse and improW' detection
uniformity (Kaima1 andShantha,19&4), oxalic acid 10dIicientJyseparate phospholipid types
(Banerjee ~I aI . 1985). boric acid to separa1e isomeric acylalycerols (Tanaka er01., 1980 ;
Tatara et aI., 1983), or silvCT(I) nitrate to separate lipids by degree andIo r geometry of
2.
uosarurati oo (Scbedio and Ackman. 1981 ; Scbedio et oJ., 1985). Ouuide of lip id analysis,
app licati oDllof n..c-FID have iJxluded qUlll1tiwion of the aliphatic , aromaric. resin and
asbphaltene &actions of crudeoils (Karlsen and Laner, 199 1) and analysis ofpolystym::w:and
polyi soprene polymen (Takenaka et oJ., 1995).
The principal drawb8ckofCbromarod n.c.indeed 11.C geoaally, is iu iDabilityto
reso lve individual d osdy-rdated molecular spec ies in complex samples. As DOledabove,
mol ecular spec ies anaJysiJ of a patticular lipid class is usuall y do ne by GC (Kubis and
Myher , 1989) or HPLC (Kubis et oJ.• 1991). often requiring pre-6actionation,
sapo nification, derivatization or other treatment (Wood. 1991). A method allowing
individual compounds within a band on a Chromarod to be analyzed furtherwould increase
the amount o f information available &om a lipid class separation.
Sterols, in partic:u1ar, illu:stralcthe difficulties in TI.C -FID as currcutly pncticcd. As
DOted above , they occur in the marine environment in several different forms o f varying
polarities . In. typical Chromarod lipid class scpuation used in our labontory (Parrish,
t 981), stero l species appear in several different bands. Free sterols (FS) are general ly
resolved into a pure band afterdevelopment in the secoed solvent system, although some
co ntaminati on of this baDdby 1,.3-diacy tglycerols is possible. Steryl esters (SE) co-elute
wi th wax: esters. Lastly, aD)' steryI&Jycosides (SO) or acyIau:d steryI aIYeosides (ASO) could
be expected to elute in the third development, although their ~ values have never been
determined. Ir is expected thai s&erylchlorin esters would also elute in this regi on.
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1.5.3 Cou pliDlofTLCwitb GC orMS
Various methodshave been reported10 couple therapid, inexpensive, low-resolution
n.C separation dire<:t1y to further separation or alXurate quantitarion (GC), or superior
specificity and identification (mass spectrometry, MS) . Direa transfer from nc to mass
spec trometry basbeen accomplished by Xe" bombardment to remove phospholipids from
TLC plate s as secondary ions (Xushi and Hmda, 1985). and by laserdesorption ofTI.C-
separated simple mixtures ofpoJypeptides and dyes (Gusev et al., 1995), various quincnes,
alc ohols, acids and aromatic esters (Ramaley et m. , 1985), and the dzug Napmxen
(F anibanda et aL, 1994). Laser desotption bas also been used to transfer pesticides from
nC onto a OCcolumn (Zhuand Yeung. 1989). Lyle and Tehrani (19 8130 b) reported the
in tr oduction of polymers and waler-soluble vitamins from cut TLC plates into a gas
chromat ograph by pyrolysis, although the GC step was used primarily for accurate
quantitation (already possible in n.c+FID)rather than for further separation, especially since
the pyrolytic introduction led to multiple products from a single substance on the n.c plate.
However , all of these methods have beendeveloped for plate TLC rather than to complemen t
the specific advantages of Chromarods, particularly in lipid analysis . Furthermore. they rely
on 1LC as the principal sepandion step for individual molecular species. rather than taking
advantage of the broad profiling capabilities of n.c for comp lex, naturally occurring
mixtures.
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1.6 Objectives
1.6.1 Sterull i.b TriDity Bay. Newtoaadlaad
The collapse ofNewfoUDdland groundfishstocks.with its devastating eccecmie and
social impacts., providedan impetusfor the multi-disciplinary Eco-Research program. This
three-year study, funded under Environment Canada's "Green Plan". aimed to examine
factors contributing to sustainability in Newf'mmdland as a reprcscntative Nonh. Atlantic
cold-ocean ecosystem aDdsociety. Within this framework, the Marine Team. a ~unit of
the Eco-researcb programcomprising 7 workers in Memoria] ' s Chemistry andEarthScicnc.es
departments and the OceanSciences Centre, aimed 10 gauge ecosystem bc:aIthby examining
specific sets ofbiomarken (various lipids, phenolic compounds) to detmninc SOlRCS, fates
and transformations of organic matter in the marine enviromnent, and the relative
contributions ofmarine V.I'. terrestrial and Datura1 V.I'. anthropogenic input (Section 1.3). Tbis
aspect of the study focused on the western Trinity Bay region (Fig . 1.6) .
In rural Newfoundland, sewage is typically disposed of in bays and harbours with
little or no pre-treatmcnt. The potential use of SP-stanols as a fecal.markers for this input
initiall y motivated the study of sterols in marine samples from the region. In conjunction
with other lipid biomarker studies ofCCOS)'stem.health (Budge and Parrish. 1998; Favaro,
1998; Parrish. 199 8b), the study also aimed. to use sterols 10 identify sources and
transformations of organic:matter in marine environment ofwestem Trinity Bay, as well as
ascertain wbetber sewage inputs were recognizable in the current ecosystem or in the
regi on 's sedimenwy record.
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Figurr 1.6. Study area and sampling locaucns in wes tern Trinity Bay. Newfound land.
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U.2 Li pid aaalylil by 11.C .Pynlyli:I-GCIMS
The sc:coodput of this work: aimed to extmd the~ of Chromarodn.c by
tbennally desorbing the lipid class baDds directly 0I'd0. GC col umn for fWtbcranalysis of
lhcirc:onstituc:otsby GC-MS . M well as providiDa; furtber informalioa on molc:cularspecies
within each sepamcd class., this would e:larify the purity and composition of die baDds beiDa
c:ooco mitaDtly quaDti6ed by FID scanning. espccial1y for tbosc bands which group scveral
classes of lipids, such as thestery l esterlwax ester b&ndaDdthe so-c:alJed acetone-mobile
polar lipids (AMPL), a band inch.ting gIycog1ycerolipids, pigments and IDODOlIC)'lglycero ls.
Furthermore, the work aimed to devel op the tec:hnique such thai it wo uld be of gcner.al utility
for a wid e range of lipid c1uses , using widely available: col umns and avoiding extremely
high elution tem peratures and long e:luti on times.
The effort was targeted at stcrol-<Ol1taining bands in Cbromatod separati ons, in
conj unction with the first put of this work. However, other bands, particularly aqllipid
bands, are alsoof in1eresl:due 10 their role as energy Ik:Jn&e c:ompouods iD marine organisms.
lbc: DeW technique would be applicable DOt oaly to the lip id biogeocbemM:al studi es
CODdudcd in the 6'mDework of dle Ec:o-Resc:arch propam, but also 10other such studies and
those utilizing Iatroscan 1l.C.FID in food science, biomedical science and 1qWK:u1nue
nutrition studies.
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Part I. Biogeochembtry or sterols in planktoD, settling particles and
sediments in Trinity Bay, Newfoundland
2. Experimental
2.1 Chemie8ls, glassware ..d ialll'1lmeatalloD
AUglassware used was hea ted at 450 °C overnight or , where this was not possible ,
rinsed at least three t imes with the solvent to beusedbefore use . Initially, aUso lvents used
for rinsing and for dilution were trace analysis grade(Omnisolv (BOil) or Optima (Fisher».
However, blankH~L hexane plugs injected into a GC -FID did not give appreciably differe nt
chro matograms regardJessofwhetherOptima hexane or ACS-grade hexane (BD H, delivered
in glass bottles) was usedfor rinsing or for injection. Subsequently. ACS·grade hexane was
used for rinses, and Optima for dilutions. Newly -received bottles ofACS-grade hexane were
checked for possible impurities by GC before use. Water used for rinsing was distilled, de-
ionized and filtered (0.2 ,um) (Nanopure U syste m. Barnstead~Thermo!yDe, Dubuque. lA) .
Addit ionally, water used to prepare solutions was extracted 3 times with Omniso lv.grad e
chloroform to ens ure a minimum of lipkl contaminants. This extraction is consistent with the
treatme nt of water used to prepare lipid extracts from marine material (see Parrish. 1998a) .
Nine individual neat stero l standards, plus a coprostanone (5p.ehoIestan-3-one)
standard, were used for sterol identification. Thefollowing standardmixtures wer e prepared
in hexane or I :1 hexane/chloroform: Mixture I (ep icoprostaDO!. coprostanone, cbc jesterc l,
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cholestanol, stigmasterol), 85 .uglmL IOta! sterols ; Mixnuc 2 (co prostanol, campesterol,
lano stero l, silostero l, fucostero l). 57 ,.,gIml total stero ls. lanostm>I (-65% ), fucosterol and
co prostanol were obtained from Sten.&oids (Wahon, NH) , while aD other sterols,
co prostanone and cholestane (intcmal standard) werepurchasedfrom Sigma (St. Louis, MO ).
Samples were analyzed using • Varian ] 400 SaJ chromatograph with • flame
ionizat ion de1ector. GC-MS analysis was done 0 110. HcwIm·Pw;:kard 5890 U GC with.
597 1A Mass Selective Detector using 70 eV electron ionizatton.
2.2 Sam pliDI
Sediment core s were o btained from an off-shore site in Trinity Bay (St .7) (Fig. 1.6)
and IWO in-sbore shes in the Northwest Arm ofTrirUt y Bay (H -I , H·9) with a 30-<:m boll
corer during tbe spring andSUJnmeT ofl994. Moored sediment trap arrays (Parrish, 1998b)
were dep loyed at SI-9 and $t-7 during 1994 and 1995 at dcplm o f 50 , 75 and 100 m. with
four coUecton at each depth. FinaUy. vertical ( 100 m dqxh to surface) and horizontal
plankton net to ws (20 « m mesh) ( the latter at the depth of maximum cbJorophyll
fluo rescence. as determined with a Seabirdem equippedv.itb a SeaTech fluorimeter) were
taken at sites St-7, 51-9, St-I I during March, April, May and JW)C of 1996, at H-9 in March
and April 1996, and along a transect (T-I, 2, 3,4) leading into the barbo ur of the 10wn of
Trinity during April 1995 . SamplecoOection and $lorllge are described in detail in Parrish
( 199 8b).
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2.3 S. mple prep. ... t io.
An overvie w of the extraction and analysis methods used is shown in Fig. 2.1.
Sediments were processed as dcscribcd by Favaro (l998). Cores were scctioocd into 2-em
portions (depth) after removal of theoutc r I em (diameter) cfeachccre. Sections were air-
dried overnight in low light co nditions and visible debris removed. Sediments were ground
with a mortar and pe stl c and - 10 g of eac h sectio n., plus - I g prc-e1caDcdanhydrous
NazSO. was Soxhlet cxtracted for 24 hours with 9:1 dichlo ro metbanc:mctbanol in a pre-
extracted cc UuJoscthimble. One quarter of tile extract. previously evaporated todryncssand
sto red frozen., was re-dissolved in I mL of2:1 [v/v} hcxaDe:chloroform by sonicatio n (icc
bath. I minute) for analysis.
Sediment trap and net tow samples were ccljected on pre-eombusted GF!C glass fibre
filters, extracted with 2 : I chloro form:rnethanol by a modified Fo lch procedure (Folc h et ai.,
1959 ; Parrish, 1998a), and the lipidsrecovered in chloroform to give a total lipid extract
(UE). Since there was o ften a considerable length of time (up to several months) between
ext ra ctio n and analysis., all TLE s were stored in the dark WIder N2 at ·2 0 °C until analysis.
2.4 Sa poni flal tio a , deriv.tiDlioa .ad •••lysis
For sterol analysis, 0.1 or 0.5 mL of sample extract (depending on availa bility and
anticipated sterol concentration), was evaporated to dryness under a gentle flow of nitrogen
(UHP or HP + grade) , thensaponified with 0.1 mLsaturated (l 2% w /v ) KOH inmethanol (75
°C, I b) . Afte r the addition of water (0 .4 mL), the solution was shaken andextracted with
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FiIU~ 1.1. Summary of analytical procedures used for sterols
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6 aliquots (0.1-0 .2 mL eac h) of 2:1 bexane :cblo rofonn. To ass ist phasescparal aoD,a dr op
of satura ted NaCI soJutaoo was added or thesample was centrifu ged . Tbe pooled extracts
were evaporated to drynes s and derivatizcd with S0-200 .uL of his-N,D-
(trime tbylsilyl)tritl uoroacetamide (BSTFA) containing 1'1, trimetbyk:h1orosilane (ThlCS)
(S upeko, Bellefonle . PAl (60 "C. 1 h) to produce the IrimethylsilyJ(TM S)etbers (Fig. 2.2).
Where eecessary, 6 dro ps of silylatioo-grade p)Tidine(S upeko . Be llefont e. PAl were added
to disso lve all the mat erial before derivatization. Any samp les oot chro mato@l'&Phed
inuned "'tely after deriva tizatioo werestored in a desM:cator at -20 "c with the derivatizing
agent still in place . Ho v.rever. in llCOOrdance lNitb the observatio ns o f Jo nes et a/. (1994 )
coJ¥:.erDing S10rage o f stero l TMS ethers, sampb ~ geoc:raUyanaIyzcd ....ithi:n24 ho urs
of derMttizatioll.
Immediate ly prior to analysis, the derivatizi:n& agC'Dlwas n'&POrated under NJ • The
TMS etherswere dissolved in 10-2S .uL bexane co ntaining cbolcstanc as an intema.lstandard
(48 .ugl mL or later . 90 .u&!rnl.) and analyzedby capiUary GC·F1D 00 a 30mx 0.2S mm 1.0.
(S% phenyJ)polydimethylslloxane column (DB-S . 0 .12~ film; J & WSciemific. Palo Alt o,
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CA) . Cho lestane isa widely -used internal standard in sterol analysis (e.g .• Smith et af. 1983;
Nichols and Espey. 1991 ; QuemeDeur and Marty , 1992) . Steranes had been previously
co nfirmed as being abse nt from the TIEs (Favaro. 1998).
Table 1.1. Gas Chro matogra phic conditions used for sterol TMS ethers .
GC -Fl D GC·MS
Injec tor port temperature 290 "C 290 "c
Detectorltransfer port 315 -c 220 "C
temperature
Oven temperature 80 "C for I min., 80 "C for 1 min .,
pro..... 50 "Clmin to 235 "C. 50 "Clmin to 200 "C,
5 "Clmin to 305 "C, 5 "Clmin to 300 "C,
305 "C for 15 min. 305 "C for 5 min.
Carrie r gas pressurelflow 20 psi constant pressure 1 mUmin constant flow
Eac b sampl e was also analyzed by GC -MS on a 25 m x 0.25 mm 1.0. CP-Sil sca
co lumn (100% p.llydimethylsiJoxane; 0.12 « m film; OB-I equivalent; Chrompac k. the
Ne the rlands). Table 2.1 inclicates GC conditions for GC-FlD and GC-MS analysis; helium
was the carrier gas in both cases. For GC· MS, the mass selective detector was scanned fro m
35-5 30 am uat 1.5 scaes/second. Stero lTMS etberswere identified by their mass spectra and
retention times compared with standards andpublished spectral data (Goad, 1991; Jones et
01., 1994) (Table 2.2 ). Peak areas from GC-ADcbromatograms (Varian Star4.S integration
software ) wereused for quantitation except where otherwise sta ted .
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1.5 ~aIy.iI; of total free .teroll
Total free sterols in all TLEs 'Were dc1ermined by TI.C-FID on Chromarods s-m
(p arri sh., 1981) usina an Ia!roscan Mk V (IatroD Laboratories. Tolcyo, Japan ). Tbc
development procedure is diKUSSCd in more detail in Section 4 .4. Each extnet was
simultaneously analyzedin tti pli ute on adjKCDt Cbromarods. Cholesterol wu wed as an
exteTDa1quantitatiorl. standaniand bcxadccm-3~ as an inttmal staDdani.
2.6 Floristic: .aaly•• ud eon dadal
Subsam ples of the plankton tow and sediment trap sam p les were taken prior to
filtration and preservedwith Lugol 's iodiDeand 10% buffered aqueous formal dehyde ( I mL
eac h) . A 200-;.:L aliquot was observed at 200 x magnification under an inverted Zeiss
compound microscope . An ocularmicrometer and appropriate p>meuic shapes were used
to calculate biovolumes (Budac and Parrish, 1991).
Subsamples &omthree lIC:dime:Dtcom; (St.7 . H·l, H-9)~ dated usiDgJ~ by Dr.
Jack Cornett at Mycore Inc.• Deep River, ON. Jlopb (.... .. 22 yean) is a decay product of
atmospbcricU1Ra wtDcbis deposited. from the atI:D05pberc onto the ocean surface AI a stable
rate and incorporated into settling particles andth us into sediments (Schell. 1982).
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T.ble 2.2. Elution order and characleristic GC~MS ions for stero ls detected . No single
samplecontained all the sterols described.
Trivial name Abbreviatio" Characteristic ions
24-nordchydrocbolesterol 24nor-26~'.22E 442,255,313,129,97
24-nordchydrocholcstanol 24DOr_26~:t2E 444, 374, 345, 257
coprostanol 5P_27~o 445, 370, 316
epicoprostanol 31l,5ll-274° 445,370,316
occclasterol 24Mc_24nor_27..:1' .22E 456,366,255, I II
rrons-22-dchydrocholcsterol 274' .JJE 456,366,255, III
rrans-22-dcbydrocbolesunol 274m: 374,257
cholesterol 274 ' 458,443 ,368,353 , 129
cholestanol 274 ° 460,445,370
dcsmosterol 274 ' .2· 456,372, 343, 129
brassicasterol 24Me-28~'.22E 470,455.380,341 ,129
brassicastaool 24Me_28~Z2E 472.374.34S
24-methylenecbolesterol 24Me_28~'.2ol(11} 470.386,374, 129
24-metbylenecbolestanol 24Me--284 !....211 472.255,2IS
24-mcthylcholesterol 24Me--284' 472,382, 129
4-methylcbolestanol 4uMe-284° 474,459,384,229
24-methylcbolestanol 24Mc-284° 474,459,384.215
ethylcoprostanol 24Et-5P-294° 473,398,257,215
dimethyldehydrocbolcstanol 4u,24diMe--294 nE 486, 388, 357
ethylchoJcsta-S,22E-dicnol 24Et-294',m- 484, 394, 255, 129
ethylcholest-22E-eno1 24Et-29422£ 486, 374, 345, 257
ethylcholcsterol 24Et-294' 486,396. 129
ethylcholestanol 24Et_29~o 488. 398, 215
fucosterol 24Et_29~u'(2IlC 484,386,296, 129
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T.ble %.2. (Co ntinued)
"""""""I 24Et-2942~ 486. 388,373, 345
debydrodinostcrol 4a..23,24triMe-3M'.zu 318, 359 , 297,129. 69
isofucosteroJ 24Et-2 94 ' .2oOl2N 484. 386, 296, 129
isofucostmo l 24Et-294 N(1t),Z 486, 388 , 373, 345
dinomrol 4a..23,24triMe-304 22E SOOt 388, 359
unidentified~' Renlrienol 304'..... 496, 313,129
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3. Resul ts a Dd disc ussioD
3.1 Method vaUdatioa
3.1.1 Completeaeuo(derlntizatio_
Conversion of sterol standards to theirTMS ethers (Section 2.4) was genera.lly ~ry
efficient , with residual free sterols detected in only one instance in the examina t ion of a
GC!MS extracted ion chromatogram. These free coprostanol, choksterol and stigmasterol
peaks had areas of 3.85%, 3.66% and 10.6"... respec tively, oflbe peaks fortbeirTMS ether
derivatives (quantitation byGCIMS peak areas, assuming equal detector responses), although
the first is an underestimate due to the contnbution ofcoprostanone to the coprostanol TMS
ether peak. The temperature and reaction time used are similar to those found satisfactory
bymanyworkers(e.g., Bayona et al. , 1989; Grimahet al ., 1991 ; Laureillard and SaIiot, 1993 ;
Jones et al. , 1994 ; Nichols et ai., 1996 ), ahboughBull etal. (1998) allowed 12 boursfor 5p·
stanols from soils to react completely with OSTIA. No rearrangements oflbe standard
stero ls occurred during the saponification step. wlUch each one being detected both before
and aft er the procedure. Lastly , it was assumed that derivati2ation efficiency differed
negligibly between different stero ls, since the unavailability of a wid e rang e of standards
would in any case DOtallow this to be tested for aUthe sterols detected in the samples.
3.1.2 Liourlty ..d eq. iTale_ey ofdeteetor rnpo_se
Since Jonesel ai. (J 994) caut ion that f1D response fordifferent sterol structures may
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differ up to two-fol d, the FlO respo nses of difftm1t sterols were stud ied to detamioe if
corTtttion fac1Of'S woukI be required.. Tbm:-com.ponent standards (choleskrol, coprostanol
and stigmasterol) were pttpared in hexaneat 3 differal1 c:onc:entntions; scriaI dilutions from
these lave a further four concentra tions . Tbesethree sterols were chosen to reprnent a
variety of structural features (~Sp...stanol, c;,-A'-s1efOI,~ steradic:nol). A 1OO-~L aliq uot
of each standard was evaporated to dryness, derivarized with 50 ~L BSTFA (Section 2.4 ),
and made up 102S ~L with hexane containing 0.0899 mglrnL cho lestane . Each was analyzed
in triplicate by GC~FID . Calibration curv es, with 95 % confidence inlervaiS around the
regression lines, are shown Appendix I . Tbe following linear flu wereobcaincd.. with x and
y representing sterol conc:cntratio n (mglmL ) and (SIeTOI FlO respooseI intcmal standard F1D
response ) (unitless), respectively:
Co prostano l.
Cholestero l:
Stigmast ero l:
yo. lOS (± 6)x - O.O(±O.3),
y - I 06(± 4) x - 0.8 (±O.3) ,
y - 107(±I3) x -0.9 (± I.l),
r -0.946 (0- 21)
r -0.978 (0=>21)
r - 0.76 7 (n=2 1)
While die correl ation coefficien t for the stigmasterol cal ibntion c:urvewas poorer(r
= 0.767), all three correlations were significant (p<:t>.01) (Sokal and Rohlf. 1931).
Furthennore, the standard deviations for the line slopes al l overlap , suiiesting that detector
response is not signi fican tly different for these three sterols, and Ihe standard deviations of
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me y· intercepts ai l over lapped zero . Given this. and given that the pauciEyof standards
available would prec lude the calculation of FID responsecorrection factors for all the stero ls
detected. aUsu bseq uen t data was processed assuming equal ddec10r response fOf' all sterol s.
3.1 .3 Recovery of free .teroh aad .teryl nfen
Standard so luti ons of free cholesterol and of cbole steryl hexadecaaoate (paImitale )
were pre pared in hexane . and a1iquo ts of eac h dispensed in order to del iver 3. 8 .uS of
choles terol or its equivalenL Two free chol estero l and two choles tery l palmi tate sampks
wer e saponified, extracted and derivatized as per Section 2.4.
Table 3.1 Detector responses: for eq uivalen t amounts of cholesterol in freeand esterified
'ann
Form of cholestero l Chole sterol FlO response/lntemal standan:IFlO
response (mean e SO .• n-2)
Free cholestero l 1.94 ±O .OJ
Cholesteryl palmitate 1.9 ± O.2
The amount of choleste rol detected after saponification and derivatization did not
differ signi fican tly (two- tailed Student's t-test, P<O.OS) between cholcsteJyl palmitate and
freecholesterol (T abl e J.t ). This resul t suggests lhatsteryl esters are readily detec ted by the
method . altho ugh only one compound fro m each class was used .
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3.1.4 Effeeth'eaeu . n beliq_idltiqaid ntndie• • tep
To gaug e whethersterols are comp letel y C'lCttaCted from the aqueous layer int o the
organic phasefotlowing saponi ficati on, an aliq uot of saponified sediment materia! (St-7. 2-4
em cut) was extracted 6 times with hexanelchlorofonn as described (Section 2.4) . The
aqueous layer was then re-ex1ractcd with a further 6 aliquots of hcxane/ chlorofonn. and lhesc
extracts poo led separate ly. 80th lOISof extracts "''eTC separate ly dcriv atizcd and anal yzed
for stero l TMS ethcn.
Th e few peaks in the stero l region of the chromatogram of the sec ond set of
extrac tions are an ordcTofmagnitudc smaller that the same peaksfrom the first extrac tions
(F ig . 3.1). Furthermore. several do nOI appear to corres pond to peaks in the first se t of
extractions. suggestin g that they are contaminants rather than remaining anaIytes. These
results suggest that sterol extraction during thi s step is very effi cient,
3.2 P la Dkto Dce mpo.itio D. rthe . a mples
Abund ances of diffe rent phyto plankt on taxa in the net tows and sediment traps are
repo ned in detai l by Budge and Parrish (199 8) . From Match to May 1995 , centric diatoms
are the mos t abundan t algae in net lows. CMctocCros and Thalassios;'a (Cen tral es) each
constitut e 11% of algal cells in March, with uni den tified centricdiatoms com prisinll a further"
So-~ and dino flagellates (parti cularly Cerori llM tripos, 14%) con tributing nearly 20% . The
cen tric dia toms Chaetoce, oJ (24 % ) and U piocylindrvs donicw (48%) cons titut e the bulle:
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Fip re 3.1. GC-FIO chromatograms of two consecutive sets ofextractions of
sediment nE saponification mixture (51. 7. 2-4 em). a. First 6 extractions.
b. Next 6 extractions. I ~L of2S ~L injee ted each time .
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o f the April net tow, wilh CNNloceros becomingeven more imponanI in May (9 1".). The
Jww: oct lOW is unique tor the larse dinotlageUate corrtn"bution &om C. tripos (15%).
Co pepod nauplli were also presnd in many oct low samples(Parrish, 1998b ).
Diatoms pn:dominatcd in the scd.imenItraps. In thenear-sbore (St-9) traps recovered
in July u piocyIirrdnu (CentnJes). GromMatopftonl (PennaIes) and unidentified centric
diatoms each constituted 33% of algal cells. In the off-sbore (5 t-9) trap recovered in April
1995 after an oveTWinter dep loyment, CO$ci1'tOdiscus(CentraIcs) andF,agillaria (PmnaIes)
co ntn"buted 73% and 22% of alBal cells, respectively.
3.3 Sterols InTriDlty Oay samples
3.3.1 Reponed approullnlo us lDl lterol blomarken
Sterols have been used in a variety o f ways co assi~ and disl:inguish sources of
o rganic maner. A straighI forward approach is the assignment o( each specific stero l to a
partic ular o rg anism or source . Thus, CokJmbori al. ( I 997) detected 14 Slero ls insedirnents
in the Laurentian Trough and grouped them inl:o 4 ca lqories (phytoplankton. zoo plankton,
and terrestrial plants sources. with coprostanol reported separately). However, as previo usly
no led, a specific sterol may be 5)TItbesizcd by severaJwmlydiffernll taxa (V olbnan, 1986).
and there fore this approICb is prob6cmlWc if there is DO supporting evidence for the
ass ignmen t ofa particular stero l to a particuJlu source taxon. Befo re such source assignmcut
can be used to establishthe origin of organic matter in the marine environment, any
supporting evidence (other biomarkers, algal remains) must also beconsidered.
4'
Huang and Mrinschrin (1979) 6rst proposed the ratio oCC:, to c;. sterols as an
eco logical source indicator, although the simp E~ oCsterols to • specific source
ba.sedonlyon carbon number is problematic (Scc::tion 1....1; see also VoDanan, 1986) . Used
with caution, pararneters such as the total oCl;. and <;. stero ls , and the ratio 27.6' /(29 .6' .22
+ 2911' )(l.i et al ., 1995 ) caD st iDserve as indiccsof tcrrestrial input . Such~ersare
best used to establish source or presc:rwtion trcrW within a series of samples (e.g.• from
different locatio ns wng a transect), rather than as absolut e indicator of source material
11' -Steoo lsare more suspcctibk: to biodegradat ion inoxic waters than are ste rols with
sat urated steroid nuclei (stanols) (Volkman et al., 1981). Furthermore, the stanols may be
forme d by the biohydrogenation in organic matter (Volkman et al ., 198 1; Grimah et af.,
199 1), although certain microalgae (patterson, 1991) and some marine invenebat es (e .g.,
spong es, ecbinodcnns, je llyfish, tunicates: Volkman et af., 1981) synthesize stano ls. Thus.,
the ratio of stano ls to their 4 '.unsaturated analo gues ("'st.aooVstcno l ratio; is • useful
indicator o f the preservational sta tus of organic matter (e.g., Li et el ., 1995). In marine
sediments, staDOlswill generally bepresent alonewith theirstero lanalogue(Cranwell, 1982).
For sedimentarysterols. this rat io is dependenton the redox. potentiaJ and deposi: ional
environment. Furthermore, the~n in stanoVS1enolratio with differem carbon numbers
may suggest preferential degradation ofmateriaJ fromcen.iu sources (Cranwell, 1982) . For
example, terrestrial sterols may be less SU5CCpt1bE thanmarine sterols to degradation in the
marine environment due to being associated with relatively refractory humic material
Finally, muhivariate statistical techniques such as principal component analysis
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(Mazaud er ai ., 1919; Colo mbo et m., 1996; Mudge and Norris, 1997) have been used to
establish C()ovariarion between individual sterols and between sterols and other bio markers.
thereby incteasins the ccruinty o f so urce a.ssignmenl and thus the origin of the material
Linear co rrelatio n coefficientsbetw=n different sterols haveabo been usedto group them
according co source (Bayona et al .. 1989).
In the fOllowiDs discussion, the stero l composition of Trinity Bay plankto n to w
samples, settling particlesand sedimentswiDbe considered inthe Iigbtof supporting evidence
from Ooriscicanalysis. other biomarkers and probable inputsbasedon sampling locatio n. The
individual stero l species thus having been attnbuted,. the co ntributions o f their so urces
(phyto plankton, zooplankton, higher plants, macroalgae) to organic matter will be elucidated.
The spring diatom increase (spring b&oom) is the major annual primary produc tio n
event in Newfo undland coasW wa ters (Parrish. 1998b). At this time , prinwy productivrty
(g C fixedf~/day) is equivalent to that in highly productive up'o'lI'elling regions.
Plankt on~Ies contained 0.4 ± 0.4 ~g/g dry .~ to tal free sterols (mean ±
standard deviation, n-lJ) during the spring o fl995 (April, May), ranging across an order of
magnirude ( 158. 1542 ,loCglg dw ), and 1.4 ± 1.3 ,loCglg dw (n- 26) during the spring o f 1996
(Marc h-June) , suggesting co nstdeTaNe annual variation. Durin& 1996, there is . clear
increase in stero l content of the macerial from March to June across all stations (F ig . 3.2) ,
with a correspondina increase in perceer sterol content, ahhough this peaks in May .
so
Fwtbmnore. in all months stero l co ment in the horizontal to ws decreases from o lf-sho re to
ncar -sho re sites (fia: . 3.J). akhough station H-9. localed far au o the Northwest arm from the
o pen Trinity Bay, deviates from this in aDcases, p»sibIy due to the additional contribution
of stero ls from teTTeStriaJ material. Of the types ofsampies,. plankton tows genenlJy had
the simplest sterol COIqIOsit ioD., with 3 to 14 SlCrols being idcmi6ed(fig. 3.4). Figure 3.S
sho ws the mean co mposition of the plankton. Not all sterols were detected iD all SBrq)1cs..
In most cases.a few sterols made up the bulk of the total, Cvstero ls predominated. with
desmostero l (mean 26%; rang e 12 - 4~.). cholesterol (240/. , 7 - 8% ). and ".om -22·
de hydrocholestero l OW•• 8 - 9"/.} consistently present . In manysamples. the~ sterol 24-
nord ehydrocholesterol was also prominent, as was a stero l wlUch is likely cccelastercl
(Harvey and lobnsl on, 199:5). (While cis-22-dcbydrocholeslerol has an ident ical mass
spec trum and similar elution behaviour (Jones et al.• 1994) to this stero l. cis -22-sterols an:
rare in marine samplcs..) In so me samp les (St-I I, H.9, all tows from Sl-' and St.9), 28-
metbyicoccoolesterol was also pro minen! (:5.:5-18.7%o f to tal Slerols), and the corresponding
28-methy\eDechokstanol was also prescoI. iDmosr: of these cues (3.1- 10.3% of total ). So me
~ sterols were found ill certaio samp~, and these consisted mostJyof fucost ero l and
isofucosterol and their corresponding :5a-staD01s. No C )Osterols were detected.
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Figure 3.2. Seaso nal variation in plankton sterol content duri ng 1995. St-7.51-9. St-l l ;
mean ± SO, 0=6-7.
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f igu re 3.3 . Spatial vari ation in plankton sterol content during 1995. Mean ± SD. 0=3.
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FigUrf: 3 .4. a . GClMS total ion chromatogram for the H-9 horizonla.l. plankton tow sample
(April 1995). b. sterol region. Peaks : 1. 24nor-2M ' .zu; 2. 27.1u 2I:; 3. 276.' ; 4.
276.'-2' : S. 24Me_28d l .l "l U l: 6 . 24Mc-286.~",:I ,. Abbreviations are those i iven in
Tables 1.1 and 2.2.
,.
Sterol
Figu..-e 3.5. Mean sterol compos ition ofTrinity Bay plankton 10 \\'"$. Mean e SO;
n .. 10. Both vertical and horizontal tows are incl uded
Thesecompositions are fully coasistent with a marine origin with major contributions &om
diatoms. OesmD5IeroJ is the major sterolof~~tocer'OSspcca (Gladu, 1989) , and
choieslero l is an important COmpo nrol ofothcn (Panenon, 1991 ). The c;.sIcI'Olsdetected.
brassicastero l and 24-mc:thyleDecbolesterol are alDOlI& those often l.S5Ociatedwith diat oms
(Vo lkman, 1986 ; Panerson. 1991). Particulariy, 24-methynecbolesterol is the major sterol
of 11ra/lasiosi'tl (VoAr;:mu,and HaUegracff, 1988) . While fucoSlerol and isofucosterol are
normally associated with macropb)tic bro wn algae (Patterson, 199 1), they may also sugg est
that zoo planlctonprescnt are rapidJydealkylalinganyethylcbo~erol~, since faccsterol
and isofucosterol are intermediates in this process (Semu.anctti et al., 1989). Higher plants
(terrestrial plant s, seagrasset) may be the source ofany C7,sterols being dealky latcd in the
plankton sample s, but the fanyacid co mposition of the samples is inconsistent with higher
plant input (Budge and Parrish, 1998) . A last POSSIblesource offucosterol is Chaetoceros,
in which this sterol bas been detected « 17%) (G lad u, 1989). The IrOns-22 -
dehydrocho lestero l present is likelydue to zoo plankto D. (Scrrazanctti,., aJ.. 1989), as are the
c;. (24- oor) 51cro ls (Vo lkJmn et aJ., 198 1). lbeabscnceofCwstcrolsreflectstbat the mo st
important dinoflaael1ate co ntribut ions were inJune,~ aUthe plankto n samp les coosidcrcd
were taken eattier in the year.
Stanollstenol ratio s~ gmcral1y low , with the comespooding stanolsofthe major
stcro ls cho lestcro land tr ans -22«hydroc bo lestero l beingentirely absent . This suggests linle
bacterial degradatioD. of the material, an observation suppo rted by low hydroly sisllipolysis
indices (P arrish, 1998b).
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The planktOIlillustrate ooeofthe weaknesses ofcoqJllrisons t.sed on prn;ent stero l
compositio n. came ly that the valuefOr each sterol may influeDcethose for all otben. in the
same sample. for example. if. is possible that stero h besides desmosterol (32%) and
cholesl:erol (68%) were presemin the T-I plankt on tow. but since they were below the
detection limit.the percentage contributio ns o f the two stero is wtUcbco uld be quant ified
appear inflated.. Noneth elo s,. these undo ubledly remain the major sterols.
3.3.3 Sett lilll lMrtk:1n
Sett ling marine particles transport biogenic carbon. and pollutants, from surface
waters where prinwy production occurs to the benthic community and to marine sediment s
(Co lombo et m.. 1996 ). This connection between pelagic and benthic food we bs bas
implica.tions for commercial fisheries. Their addit ional importance in the comext of global.
climate regulat ion fulYealready beendiscussed.
SettliDgpartic:lesc:oDec:1edat St-7at SO.75. and IOOm depths in April I995c:omaincd
0 .4 :t:0.2 mg/g dw total free stero ls (mean ± SO, 0'"7) . WbiJc the availability of only a single
datum at 75 m precluded anaJysis o fvariaDc:e on aDtine deplhs. the COnc;:eD1ra1iollSdid DOl
differ signi6c:ant1ybetweeothe 50 and 100 marn.ys (P>O.05 ). suggesting that stero ls are DOt
lost byc:onVCTSion 10 DOD-sterol molecular spec ies dwing sinking through the upper waler
co lumn,
Cholest ero l (l7 :i:5% . rP6). desmosterol (24:t: 6%) and Iran.r-22-debydrocholesterol
( IO :t:2%) and brassic:astanol (9 ± 6%) were among the principal sterols . c:learly reOectinj: the
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plankton source of the material; bowevee, unlike in the plankton. appreciable proportions of
24-methylcholesterol (6 ± 2%) and 24-ethylcholesterol (5 ± 30/,) were also found.
Furthermore . stanoVstenol ratios were generally higher than for plankton samples from this
site. suggesting some biodegradation in the water column.
The number of individual sterol species detected increased with depth (Fig. 3.6) ,
particularly between75 m and 100 m. 24-Ethylcholestadienol and the conesponding stanol
24-ethylcholest -22-enol were only detected at 100 m depth. 5taoollsteool ratios for 24-
nordeb ydrocholestanoV24-nordehydrocho'esterol, trans-22-dehydrocholestanolltrans-22-
dehydrocholesterol, and 24-et.hylcbolestanoV24--ethylcholesterol were at a maximum at 100
m, although the cholesteroVcholestanol ratio was at a minimwn. Furthermore, the proportion
of fucoste rol decreases with depth. None was detected at 100 ttl, and its transformation to
24-ethylcholesta-5.22-dienol during the C-24 dea1kylation process by zoop1anJcton may
explain this (SerrazaDetti et aI., 1989 ).
Settling particles intercepted at tbe same deptm at the near-shore site (5t -9) in June
1994 contained manyof the same sterols as theplankton samples., withcholesterol (19 ± 8% .
0=3 ) most common, and brassicasterol more abundant (9 ::t: 3%) than in the plankton. In
co ntrast to the St-7 samples, 24-ethylcbo~erol and 24-methylcbolesterol and the
corresponding stano ls are virtually absent . Sterols also comprised a greater proportion of
lip ids in the settling partides at 5t·9 in June than at St-7 in April (Table 3.2 ).
so
Sterol
Ficurt' 3.6. Sterol composition of settling particles at SI-7. Mean e SO,
n- 2 collectors per deplh.
S9
Table 3.1 . Free Slero lcoftlribution (% ) totot&l1ipids in. ~ling partic~atneaNbore(Sl- 9)
and o ff-sho re (51.7) sites (mean ::I: SD. n - 2-4 ). Values aJ aD depths differ
significantly betweerasic~seasons (P<O .OS).
[)qKb (m) St·9 (.hme) St-7 (ApriI)
'0 6.4 ::1:0.8 4.6 ::1: 0 .4
7' 72 ::1:0.7 4.6 ::1: 0 .5
100 II ± 3 3.3 ::1: 0 .6
3.3 .4 Sedime Bts
Sedimenccores had the mo st eoeeiex sterol compo sitions (fig. 3.7), with over 20
stero ls being identified in all samples. Several peak identifica tions are tentative . and a few
remain identified only as sterols, based on cbaracterisc ic fragmencs (esp. rr/z 129 for bo'
stero ls) (RahieraDd Benveniste. (9 89) . Tbeirrecention timessuggesc <;. andlor~species.
Several aIkanol TMS ce1rn (prominent m'z 103 and M-15 ) (E versbed. 1992). eluted in the
seero l regio o, DOtably the c;..<;..and en spec ies, with smaDeramoUDCsof c",. Quam itat ion
of brass K:astero l was co~ed by icsc:o-elution wichtbc <;. aIkano l in manysampie:s. In
processing GC-Rn chromacognum,. the ading edge of the peak which represented
brassic:asterol was split 0 1I,alone with any shoulder JftSCnl.prior to integrat ion 10 attcqrt
to acco unt fur any contribution froID the <;.akobol SimillIrfy. the~ akobolco-cluted with
a spec ies tentatively identifiedas a~ bo' steratrienol (M'" - 496. prominent m/z 129 ) (fig.
3.8). However. the M· IS Klnoften present: in sterol mass spectra was DOt observed. The
substanc e was de tected in sediments at H- I and H·9. but no t aJ the off·shore site St·7 .
suggest ing a terrestrial origin. It may also be a pentac:yclic. non-bopanoid tricerpenoid
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Figurcl.8. Mass spectrum of tbe peak al t,.- 2O.4S min in Fiswe 3.7. The fragmen t at mJz
103 is due to an alkano l TMS etber co-eluting wi th the postulated CJO steratrienol.
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alcohol. such as bas been folmd in lerrestrial soils(Bun~taI ., 1998). Volkman ~tal. (1981)
also detected a late-e lutq; compowxI with these chanc1erisl:ics in the sterol ftacrioa oflipids
from inlenidal sediments, but did nol COIImICd further on its SIlUCtW'e . Further mass
spectrometry work is Deeded 10 fUllyelucidate the Sb'\IC1Ul'e of the subsIance observed.
Among the major sterols collSislen11y present ~ 2~k:holes1erol, 24-
metbyk:bolestcrol, tn.uic.aslcrol. cholesteroL aod tbrir sunol analogues,along with 1hcalgal
sterol 24-mctbylenecbolesterol (Ftg. 3.9) . The CJO 4-metbyIslerols dinosterol and
dehydrodjnosterol, suggestive ofdinoflagella le input, wen: also detected at aU tine siles.
Altho ugh distinct ive dino flagellale sterols were net detected in the plankton or settling
panicles, likely due 10 the diooflagellate populatjon maximum occ urring in swnmer rather
than spring, the presenc e of thesesterols in aUsedimentscores suggests thai dinoflagellate
input is well preserved.
ADthree sites contaiDedsubstantially higher proportions ofe" and <;. steroh Ulan
the plankto n and scdimc:oItrap~ suggesting a greater lcnestriaJ. plam contribution.
Desmosrerol is completely absent from the sediments, despile being a IDljo r component of
the plankton and sediment trap samples. Zoo plankton and b&c1criaI activity may have
co nvert ed all the desmoSluol presenl l0 cholesterol prior to burial in the sediments.
3 .3.4.1 Spa tial nriatio.
Surface sed iments contained 31· 129 ~alB dw total free sterols (263 - 410 ~ali
o rganic matter}(fable 3.3), compris ing 2.6- 7.S % oftotal lipids. Sterct concentrations in
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Figure 3.9. Sterol composition of Trinity Bay sediments. Whole co re means ± SO; n - 8~
10 individual horizons .
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surfac e sed.ime1lts<Jlg/g dw) al H- I were significantly greater (P.q).0$) than those at H-9 and
51-7, ahbough DOneof1hese sutionsdiffer "nen these coDCeDlJationsare DOrmalized 10 the
organic matter CODleDl; the differmce in concentrations per gram dw may sirqJIy reflect: the
slower sedimentalioo rate al H-l (Favaro , 1998 ). Mean subsurflIce(>2 em dqJtb) stero l
conc entrations did oot differ sig:nific:amly between stations, ranging from 3.7 - 79 ~g/g dw
in indMdWJ..I horizo ns. Hownu, subsurface pcrcenta8e sterol contributions 10 101&1 li:pids
decreased in the order 51·7 , H·9 , H-I (7.S%, 3.7%, 1.8% , respectively).
The prominence of24-etbyk:boles1erol (8 : 3% e f tc tal sterols) and 24.
rnethylcbolesterol(lO: 3 %) ,altheoff.sborestte St- 7 isoolewonhy. It supports other wo rk
which indicates a substantial contribution by tcnestrial material to sedime nts at this sile (K.
Pulchan and C. C. Parrish, pen. comm.). Tbcsc markers. bo1hofwbicb are among the majo r
stero ls of higheT plants (Goad. 199 1). are more abundant than the traditional indical on o f
Ta ble 3..3. Total &ee sterols (mean: SO) in surface(~2 em; a ""2) and subsurface (n " 7)
sediments. Values withdiffcrert supencripudiffer significantly between sitcs(ooe-
way ANOVA, kast significanI diffcrmce 1CSt (MilleT and Miller, 1988 ), P<O.OS).
· Mcans differ .mi5cU1I:tvlStudent·s t-test, P<O.OS) between surface and subsurface.
Location aDddepth Tow free Slcrols Tow freest crols Free sterob-
• .l. do< • .l. OMl % oflOW tmids
St-7
--
30 2:S·- 263 : 46- 7.5 2:0 .3-
",b=fio<e 2 1 2:6·- 24S 2: 74- 7.5:t 1.9"
H· I
--
129:t 32'" 4 10 : 101·' 2.6 : 0.7"
subsurface 46::21·' 167 :: 79·' 1.8 :0.8'
H·9 surface 63=3·' 40S :: 17· ' 3.7= t.5'
",,"unio<e 31: 14·- 244 :: l OS· ' 3.7= ).7'
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marine algal input (24-methylenecholesterol, bras:sicasteroI) andthe marine sterols detected
in the tra ps. The stanol-stenol rat ios at this site rang e fro m 0.3 1 to 1.9 (mean 0 .95) (Table
3.4 ). They are highest for typically marine sterols. suggesting that these maybe preferentially
degraded (Cranwell, 1982; Jasper andGagosian, 1993 ).
24-Etbykbolesterol is even more prominent at the in-shore sites than at 5t-7 ( IS ± 5
% and 26 ± 2 °/.oftota! sterols at H-9 and H-I , respectively) . This is ronsistent with a
terr estrial source for thissterol. Its high proponion at H-J is easily explained by input of
terrestrial maner from the majo r watershed on Random Island, whichdrainsint o ffickman' s
Harbo ur. However, 24-methykbolesterol (8 ::I::1% at H-9 and 7 ± 2% at H - I) does no t
increasecorrespondingly in prominence . This co rroborates the conte ntion that it is not as
Table 3... . StanoVstenol rat ios in Trinity Bay sediments (calculated from whole core mean
ste ro l compositions)
SlanoUsreno l poi' H- I H-9 Sf-7
24- oo rdehydrocbolestaooV24-nordehydrocbolesterol 0.0 0 .36 0.95
trans.22-dehydrocbokstanoVtra1U-22-dehydrocbo~rol 0.4 0 1.49 1.91
cbolestanoVcholesterol 0.64 0.85 1.16
brassicastanoVbrassicasterol 0.52 0.59 0.64
24 -methylcbolestanoV24-methylcbolesterol 0.47 0.43 0.30
24-e thylcbo lestanoll24-ethy k bo lestero l 0.30 0 .50 0.74
Mea" 0.54 0.70 0.95
wuunbiguously a terrestrial sterol as 24-ethykbolesterol, despite its widespread occurrence
in terrestrial plan ts. 5tano Vsteooiratiosat the in-shore sites are lower (means 0£0.55 at H-I
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and 0.70 at H.9) than at St-7 , indicating better preservation and suggesting preferential
preservatio n o f terrestrial sterols in marine sediments (as shown by Jasper and Gagosian,
1993 ).
Certain sterols were not detected at all sites. Fucosreeclis absent fromH-I sediment s,
and may reflect that marine algae: arc a relativ ely wrimportant co ntribetcr to sedimentary
sterols at this site. Ethylooprostanol was detected only at HcL, possibly due to livestock
man ure input (N icools et al., 1996 ) from funning on Random [sland . A sterol tentati vely
identified as 4,24-dimethyI-5a-coolest-21E-eno1is likely ofalgalorigin. 4-MethylchoJestanoI
( likelyo f dinotlage lJate origin, given the 4-methyl substituent.) occurred onlyat H-9, andonly
in 3 horizons . Percentages o f brassicastero l and stigmasterol wereconstant across all sites.
3.3.4 .2 HUlorical (dow.core) nn.lloa
At all core locations, surface sediment s (0-2 em) contained significantly more total
free steroJs~g1gdw)(Tablc 3.3) thansubsurface sediment s, although the surface-subsurface
difference at the o ff-sho re site (St -7) disappearswhen these concentrations are normalized
to the organic matter content. At 00 site did the percentage contribution of stero ls to total
lipids differ significan tly from sw1Bee to subsurface sediments, suggesting that sterols are well
preserved during burial, in contrast to the 66% loss in the top 3-5 em of sediments noted in
the Laurentian Trough (Colombo et aI., 1997) . This may be due to the sediments being
ano xic, as evidenced by their high elemental sulfur content (Favaro, 1998). Colombo e/ al.
( 1997) noted that the surface sediments ofthe core s they studiedwere biopertwbed (mixed
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Figure 3 .10. Total free sterol conten ts or sediments ill individual depth horizons at in-s hore
stations. Mean :l:SD. n '" J analyses per depth. Vertical error bars indicate the 2-cm
depth inc rements Into ....hicb the co re was seetioeed for analysis.
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by the action ofbentbic organisms).
At H·9 , the bottom of the co re (24·26 em deep) dates from approximately 1922 .
~l&Pb dates suggested a far slower sedimmtation rate at H-1, with material from 1928 being
encountered at just 4-6 em depth. 11isnot known whether this rate ofdeposition also holds
for the material lower in the core. The St- 7 core showed evidence of extensive bioturbation
and l'&Pb dating was unableto establish a cleatagesequencewith depth. (St- 7 sediments still
bad a high elemental sulphur con tent, suggesting that they are nonetheless an anoxic
enviromnen1.) Depth profiling therefore focused on the in-shore sites H·9 and H- I.
Downcore total sterol profiles had unusuai minimaat 16- 18cmdecp(H-I) and 8-lOcmdeep
(H.9 ), regardless of bow the sterol content is expressed (Fig . 3.10), suggesting declines in
producti vity or increased Ouxes ofioorganic material at tbese points.
Few downcore trends in sterol composition could be discerned.suggesting good
preservation of the material during burial and DO major changes in sources oforganic matter
in the recent past . At H·9, the combined contribution of 24.ethylcholesterol, 240-
ethyJcholestanol, ethykholesta-5,22-dieno1, 24--methylcbo!esteroland 24-metbykoolestaool,
has a pronounced minimum at 10-12 em depth (Fig. 3.11 a ), suggesting a relative decrease in
terrestrial input at that time, and a maximum at the bottom of the core (pre-1920's) .
Downcore alkane distnbutions at H-9 (Favaro, 1998) reflect the early twentietb-eentury
sa"lD.illboom in the area and are-intensification ofwoodcuning in the 1950's. The observed
terrestrial sterol minimum may reflec1 the period between these two phenomena.
Similarly, at H-I , the small maxima in the perceneages of24-ethykbolesterol and 24·
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e tby lcho lestanol ar. 20- 22 em depth sugg est an increase in terrestrial inpu t. which is
corroborated by the abundance of carbobydrat es in this horizon (PuIc han et 01.• man usc ripe
in ~tion) (Fi g. 3. 11b). ThesunoVstmol ratios for (tpi}brass icastanol. cho lestanol and
24-mcthy lcholeSWlOl all CG-vII')' below 4-6 em depth. suggesting that tem:sa1aIstero ls ma y
not in fact be preferentially preserved in Ihese sediments. allho ugh the 24-
e thylcholestanol!24.c::thylchole slero l rati o did nOIco-vary wilh the se ratios.
3.3.5 Srn o" based 50ura attribatioa of ol"laaic • • ner i. Triaity Bay
Based on the preceding discussions of stero ls in !heplankton., sen ling particles and
sediments. source s o f these stero ls in each sample type are ass igned as noted in Ta ble 3.5.
whic h allows organic matter in thesenweri als 10 be apportioned according to its ori gin (Fig
3. 12). Cho lestero l (and cbol estanol ) presented some problems in so urce assi gnment, being
a maj or stero l in se veral of the diatom speci es detected,in dinoflage llates [P atterson, 1991 ).
and in zooplankt on. Furthermore. two of the common macroal gac of the are a. Pnloda
serrato and Rhoda", elo coriftrvoid(ls (Pul cban (It 01., manusc ript in preparation) are
Rhodophyceac: and have cholesterol as the ir major sterol (pa rterso n., 199 1). Th us, in
sediments, a quarter of the cholesterol and cbo lestano l contributio ns were assi gned to eac h
ofdiatoms, dino8agellales, zooplankton and macoaIgae. In settling parti cles and plankton,
in wh lch no typi cal dinof1&&ellale sterols were detected, cholest er ol and cbo lestanol were
d ivided among the olber three source s. Note thai al l these contributors are marine. Sp..
stanols arc grouped separatedly, since even naturall y occurring one s are form ed by bacterial
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T . ble J.5. Attribution ofSlero ls in Trinity Bay sam ples 10various soun:esoforganic matter
Sc=. Sl~ro/.J otrribuud to JOIUU
Higher plants 24-clhy lcbo iestCTol , 24 -clhy icho lcs tanol. 24 -
methy k holesterol, 2~kbolestanol. ethylcbo lesta .
S.22--dieDol, ethykholest-22-enoI . 24-cthylcholcstanol, C.
~I
Phyto planlctoo cho lesterol. cbotesceot, dcsmosterol. (epi)brassica.stCTOI.
(dia toms) (~pi)brassK:asterol. 24-methy lencc bo lesterol. 24-
mctbyleuccoolestanol. dimcthy ldehydrocholcstaDol
Dino flagellates dinosaero l, debydrodinosterol. 4-methykholeslero l.
dimethyldehydrocholesterol. cho les terol, chol cstano l
Zoo planbon trans.22-dcbydrocholestero l. tr ons-22--dcbydrocho lestanol .
24-nordehydroc ho lcstero l, 24. norde hydroc holestan ol,
cho lestero l, cbuiestanol, cccelastero l
M acro algac fucostero l, fuccstan ol, isofucosterol, isofucostanol,
cholesterol. cholestano l
S~-stanols Coprostano l. epicoprostanol. ethylc op rostanol
biohydro genati on (see Sec tion 3J .6).
The higher plant con tribu tion 10 the sedimentary material con trasts clearly wi th the
net-tow and settling particle sam ples , to whic h diatoms &nd zoo plankton are the major
contributors (Fig_3.12). HigheT plant material makes the pcat.cst contribution at H·I (6 1%
of scd imcn tary SIerOIs, but even at off...wxe 5 t·7 . at 36J-m WlJtcrco lwnn depth, higher planl
material is sti ll the greatest contribution (l1%). Vcnkanlesan c, 01. (198 7) observed typical
ph ytostcrol s in the North Atlantic off the New England coast in scdimenlS from dcplhs
greater than 1000 m. Thus , an thropo genic effects on the amoun l of terres trial input may be
reflec ted in sedimen ts far into the oceans.
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Figu r e 3.11. Sources oforgani c mane r in Trinity Bay plankto n. settl ing particln and sediments
according to stero l biomarker composition. Sedimen ts. n=8- IO; senti ng particl es. nz9 ;
plankton. n- IO.
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3.3.6 Feal biomarkers
No Sp.stanols o r stanones were detected in sediment trap and net tow samples.
Coprostano l and epic oprostanol elute close together and have identical mass spectra .
Selected St-' sediment trap sample s and core exttaets were spiked with authentic standard s
of epicoprostano l. coprostanol or both and analyzed by GC· RD at three diff~t carrier gas
head pressure s in o rder to influence elution time and distinguish these compounds from co-
eluting substances. Small quantitie s of epic oprostanol arc present in St-? sediment s; no
coprostano l was detected. Certain core horizons from H-l and H·9 contained co prostano l
and/or ep icoprostano l as minor components.
Thedata suggest that , despit e the universal prac tice ofdischarging sewage into coastal
waters from small co mmunities in the Trinity Bay area. the quant ities discharged are
insignificant or dispersal and degradation of the material is efficient. Ahemative1y. a fecal
sterol signature in sedimen ts may be highly localized near sewage out-falls. since copr ostanol
isstrongly assoc iated with part iculate matter (p ierce and Brown, 1984). and its co ncentration
may therefore drop sharply away from a discharge po int. Since the original coring sites were
not chosen based on distance to sewag e out-falls, it is possib le that a sedimentary sewage
signature is present but restricted to the immediate vic inity o f discharge sites.
3.3.6.1 St . Joha's Harbo.r sedlme.1
To provide a co mpariso n \l,ith an environment Imown to be severely pollu ted. as well
as 10 co nfirm that the method used was a reliable o ne for detc:c;tingcoprostanol. sediment
n
from St . John 's harbour was analyzed . The barbour is a largely enclosed basin (maximum
depth 32 m, with a 12·m deep ertrarce sill: Reid , 1998) which receives untreated sewage
waste from an urban population ofl30,OOO (St. John's Harbour ACAP , 1996). A 29.92 g
(dw) sample ofsediment (collected in the centre of the barbour (29 m depth) just inside the
entrance: straight (the Narrows) using a pee-cleaeed Van Veengrab sampler: O'Malley , 1994)
wasextraetedasdescnbcd(Se<:tion2.3). Ofthe extract, IO~Lwassaponificd, extracted and
de rivarized as above, made up to 100.uL with bexane containing 0.04 8 mglmL cholesta.ne ,
""'_dbyGCIMS.
Co pro stano l was the majo r sterol in the sediment (semi-quantitative determination,
approx . 20 .ug coprostanoVg dw). This confinns substantial contamination: Writer et aI.
( 1995) reported up to 7.5 ~glg in sediments from contaminated Mississippi locks.,while
Pierce and Brown ( 1984) measured 2.5 IJglg in a Sarasota, FL, poUuted Bayou. While no
spike was added to differentiate between coprostanol and epicoprostanol, it is assumed that
marine manunaJsdo not contribut e appreciably to the ste ro ls in St . John ' $ Harbour sediments,
no r is effluent discharged into the barbour treated with sludge digesters. No cbolestanol was
detected. and the rat io 51}I (Sa + 51}) for C,1 sterols is therefore I. The co-elution o f peaks
due to rn/z 316 and 231 (mass spectral fragments for coprostanone: Venkantesan and
Santiago, 1989) inanextraeted ion chromat ogram suggest tha t coprostaeoee, which was not
det ected in any other samples, is also present, although wholly buried beneath the coprostanol
peak.
In addition to coprostanol, cholesterol, 24--ethylcoprostaool and24-ethylchoJesterol
7'
were the principal sterols in the St. John' s Harbo ur sediment. The 24-etb yklKJlesterol is
co nsistent with an enclosed harbour receiving substantial terrestrial nm-off. 24-
Ethylcoprostano l would origina1e either from livestock manure (Nichols and Espey , 199 1;
Bull et af. , 1998) , .inwhich its formation is IIlllIJogous10 the formation ofcopr ostano l from
cholestero l, or from sedimentary A'-hydrogenation of the terTeStrial24-eth ylcholestero l. If
the latter were the case. some sedimentaJy coprostanol may also originate this way.
However , the etbylcoprostanol/ethylcholestero l ratio (Quemeneur and Many, 1992) is 0.74
(again assuming equal de tec tor responses for all sterols), lower t.han the
coprostano l/cholesterol ratio (2 .0). Funhe noo re, livestock manure from farms along the
Waterford River, the principal river draining into the harbour , may be a source o f
ethylcopro stano l. Thesetwo lines of evidence point to sewage as the principal source of
coprostano l in the harbour sediment s. The unidentified ClQ> Ii ' component promine nt in
sediments at H-9 was also detected . suppon ing its postulated terrestrial origin.
3.4 Sterols in N_fou. d.. . d marine lam pies: IUl lestionl for futare approaches
The data illustrate both the potential and some of the difficulties of using sterol
biomark ers to identify sources and transformat ions o f orgartic material . Several other
approaches could be used to further elucidate these processes. Firstly, marine and terrestrial
C-24 0: and Psterolepimers could be differentiated . \\'bile C-24 stcreochenUcal analysis on
non-polar co lumns is prolubitive1y lengthy (Maxwell et al., 1980), the use of a chiral
cyclodextrin GC column. recently available in our laboratory. to analyze specific C-24
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alkylste rols is an exciting po ss.ibility . Secondly. compoWld·spccific carbon isotope analysis.
which can distinguish tert'eStrialfrom marine material OD the basesof characteristic 6 uC
values, bas been successfully linked wXh sterol moleculu spec ies analysis (Jasper and
Gagosiaa, 1993). and could be conduct ed on these~ although scrupulo us care is
required to ayoid isoto pe ffact aooataon artifacts during the many sampie preparataon steps.
Finally, the c1assical saponification-derivalization method used does IIOt differ'ent~te free
st ero ls from sreryl esters.and doesIIOt detect sterols in polarconj ugates . 'IDe biogeochenUcal
informat ion available by differentiating these specieswarrants development ofrx:w methods
for their facile analys is, as described in Pan Il .
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Part II : Developmen t of Thi n layer ch romatog rapby. Py rol ysis- G as
chroma tography/Mus spectro me try
4. Rxperime nta l
4. 1 C br miu b a nd p uwarc
Glass ware was treated as described in Sec tio n 2.1. All solv ents used for rins ing,
d ilutio n and deve lopment were trace analy sis grade (Omnisolv. BOH or Optima. Fisher)
exc ept die lhyl ether (ACS grade , delivered in glass . BOH) and acetone [Spectrograd e,
Cal edon). Nanopurc water. tripk -extnlCted wi th Omni solv chloro form . was used in
developments. Lip id standards were purchased as individual pure compounds from Matrey a
(Pleasan t Gap. PA l (srery l glucoside). Steraloids (Wilton, 1'l"H) (certai n s terols ; Sect ion 2.1)
an d Sigma (St. Loui s. MO ) (al l o ther lipid s).
4.2 Marine sam p les
As part of a srudy o f mari ne lipids in NewfOWldland coastal wat ers, senl ing parti c les
were sam pled using sediment traps mooredfor 28 da ys at 75 and 100 m depths at 5t-7 (Fig .
1.6) in Trinity Ba y during April 1995. Tbe material wasextraeted as previously described
(Secti on 2.2) and the TLE stored under NJ a t -20 · C until analysi s.
"
" .3 H)"drot:e..tion of . ot.llipid n tra eu
AJiquocs ( 1.5 mL) of the TLEs ofthe sediment trap samples were hydrogenated with
- 5 mg of platinum (tV) oxide catal yst (Sigma. St. Loui s, MO ) in 4-mL vials. The method
used has been shoMl to be equivalcm to hydrogenation on commen::ia1 aunospheri c pressWl:
apparatus (Yang et aI., 19(6). A gentle stream of hydrogen was bubb led through the extracts
via stainless stee l IS-ga uge need les piercing loo se ly- tined. Teflon-faced septa for 20
minutes. The need les were withdra wn and the extrac ts stirred vigorously for 6 hours . After
catalyst removal (pre-rinsed Whatman #2 filter pape r) and washing and extrac t evapora tio n
under HP' -grade N1, the sam ples wen: re-di luted to 0 .3 mL in chloroform.
..... C b romu od dnelop men••ad In nninc
Solutions were spo tted onlO the Chromarods-S III below the origin using a 25-~L
blu nt-lipped #705 syri nge \ol.itha repeating dispenser (Ham ilton Co .• Reno. NY) (for al l
sam ples and standards to be developed ) or a lo-,uL *70 1 syringe (for mosI SWldard s
desorbed ....i thout devel opment ). Prior to development, racks ofC hromarods ....ere dipped
in acetone until the solvent front reached the origin. a process repeated twice to focus spotted
materi al, The rods wen: treated with a three-development, three -scan procedure (Fig. 4.1 )
reported by Parrish ( 198 7). The first develop men ts in hexane : dieth yl ether : formic acid
(99 : I :0.05) separated hydrocarbons, wax and sreryl esters, fatty ac id methyl esters (FA MEs)
' 00"
80"
WEIS E TAG
DAG
AMPl
Pl
1st development 2nd development 3rd development
Fig ure 4.1. Typical Iatro scan TLC-FID chroma togram: hydrog enat ed Tl.E of settling
particle s (St.7. 75 m depth ), showing three developments and scans . Deve lopment is from
right to left. He. Hydrocarbons; WfJ SE- Wax & sreryl esters ; ME- (Fatty acid) m ethyl
es ters: TAG- triacylglycero ls; FFA- Free fany acids; FS- Free stero ls: DAG· diacylglyce rols;
AMPL- Acetone-mobi le polar lipids ; Pl- phospholipids; NL M- Non-lipid material . No
aliphatic ketones (KEn or alco hols (ALC) were detected.
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and ketones . This was followed by a panial scan to 23 mm above the origin . The second
development. in hexane : di ethyl ether. formic acid (80:20:0. 1I, se para ted triaey lglyeerols.
free fany acids . aliphat ic alcoho ls. free stero ls and diacylgtycero ls. Thi s was follo wed by
a pan ial scan to II rom above the origin . The final devel opments in 100% acetone and
chlo roform: methanol: water (5 :4:1). eluted the acetone-mobile polar lipids (AM Pl) and
pho spholipids and was followed by a full scan to below the origin.
4.5 On orption-c.s cbrom.'ocnpb)·.~.ss lpefl",~el ..,·
A Pyropro be 120 platinum coi l p)TOlyzer and GC interface (Chemical Data Systems .
O xford . PAl was used to dcsorb lipids from the Chromarod coating and introduce them onlO
a GC co lum n. The interface was mounted on a HP 5i 90 II Gas Chromatograph 159 7 1A
Mass Selec tive Detec tor (Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto. CAl. fined with a 25 m x 0 .25 rom
1.0 . 100% polydimethy lsilo xane column (as per Section 2.4). The mas s spectrometer was
operate d in the E. I. mode (70 ev). Sections ofC hromarod (1-2 cm ) were placed in a quartz
tu be in the platinum win: coil of the pyrol ysis probe (Fig. 4 .2). After introduction o f the
probe into the heated interface . re-seal ing of the system. and the restoration of carrie r gas
pressure the probewa s flas h heated 10 its se t tem perature (Table 4.1). An initial flowor5
mL min ·1 ( I min } was used lOsweep desorbed materia! rapidly on to the column. aftu which
the flow was dropped to I mL min·l • The carrier flow was in spl it mod e (approximate spli t
ratio 20 :1). Two tempe rature programs we n: generally used : Pro gram A (50 ·C for 2 min,
figure 4.2. Pyroprobe and interface used to dcsorblpyrolyze lipids o ff silica Chro marod
coating. 1. Pyroprobe wi th Pt coil; 2. Heated inlerface ; 3. Probe:tip (sec: detail ); 4 . Capillary
GC column threaded into interface ; S. Stee l transfer rube; 6 . Modified injector port nut; 7.
GC oven; 8. pt heati ng coi l; 9. Quanzrube; 10. Chromarod section wi th lipid band .
as
Table 4.1. Conditions used to transfer lipids from Chromarod coating to GC column by
thennal desorption/pyro lysis.
Lipid classes desorbed "..ithout further treatment
Lipid class Interface Temperature- Pyrcprobe (coil)
( 0C) Tempe rature Setting CC)
Hydrocarbons Lo w 300
Wax esters & Steryl esters High 450
Fatty acid methyl esters Lo w 400
Aliphatic ketones Low 400
Lipid classes desorbed after trimethylsilylation on the Cnromarod coating
Lipid class Interface Tempe rature- Pyro probe (coil)
( 0C) Temperature Setting ( 0C)
Free fatty acids Low 300
Aliphatic alcohols Low 300
Free stero ls Lo w 300/400
I-Mono acylglycerols High 500
Ste ry l glucosides High 500
Lipid classes desorbed by thennochemolysis with TMAH
Lipid class Interface Temperature- Pyroprobe (coil)
( 0C) Temperatu re Sening ( 0C)
Triacy lglyce rols Low 450
Phospholipids (PC & PE) Lo w 250
Sterylglucosides High 600
- Measured temperatures in the Pyroprobe interface were Low- 250 °C. High- 300 "C.
Reproducible to within ± 15DC
3D· Cl min to 2OD·C, SOC/min to 30D°C, S min hold ) for steryl esters. wax esters and free
sterol s (both undc:rivatized and as TMS ethers)..and ProgramB (SO· C for 2 min. IDoC/m in
10 300 °C. S min hold) for MA Gs. al iphatic alcoho ls. hydrocarbo ns. keicnes . fany acid TMS
esters. and FAMEs. as well as for an y bands from marine sampl es where co mpounds wid!
a large range of molec ular we ights 'Were ant icipa ted .
Initial experiments involved desorption of standards ( 1- 10~l) sported onto 1-2 em
sect ions o f Chro marods and focused into a narrow band near one end of the section by
di ppi ng an end into acetone or ehlo rofonn after sponing. The rod fiagme nl was placed in
the coil such that bandof material was at the end closest to the column head (Fig . 4 .2).
To isolate individual lipid bands for desorption. the Chromarods were etched wi th
a knife and broken by hold ing tightly with forceps . The bands were located based on FIO
scans of adjacent rods spotted wid! the same sample. wbere the bandrequired for desorption
elu ted in the second or third devel opment . mater ial from prior development was remov ed
from the rod by combus tion in the Iatroscan Mk V.
4.6 Trim~thyhitylatiolll
For certain lipid classes contai ning free hydroxyl or carboxyl groups, trimethyl silyl
ethers or esters were formed by app lying 2-3 ~L BSTFA + 1% ThlCS 10the material on the
Chromarod surface. The rod fragment was then heated in a foi l-covered 2-mL vial (60 °C,
10- 15 min) before being placed in the Pyrcp robe coil for deso rption/pyrolysis.
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4.7 Thermocbe mof)"sb
To con vert invotante acy l lipids direetly 10 die conesponding FAMEs by
thermochemc lysis, 0.24 % (wlv) methano lic tetrameth ylanuno nium hydro xide (Th tA H.
pentah ydrare , Sigma) was applied to the bandson Chronwod sections before pyro l)'Sis in
the pyroprobe set al SOO or 600 · C (Table 2.1). While this represent ed a large TMAH
excess . much o f it may be removed from die rod by thermal decom position in Ihe heated
interface while the carrier gas pressure is being restored. In later experiments . S %
me thanolic TMA H was therefo re used . Thi s was the highest concen tration used because
prolon ged use of TMAH leads to grad ual corro sion of Vcspcl part s of the GC"s pressure
reg ulat ion apparatus downstre am of the injector port .
..
S. Res ults a nd diseusaicn
5.1 H)"droguatioa
Hydrogenation of TL E's is valuable in TlC·F1D lipid analys is. giving improvedpeak
sha pes, increas ing response, and decreasi ng peak sp litting which ma y ari se due to diffemu
degrees Of Wl5atUJ'abon within a hpid class (Shantha and Aclunan., 1990). Furthermo re. the
stability ofl ipid extr.IcU to o xidation isgreatl y improved by serurauon of the double bonds
(Shan lha and Ackman .1990 ; Shan lha. 1992). Hue. hydrogenation gi ves a clearer picture
of the acyl car bon nwn ber distribution of senl ing part iculate lipids after TMAH
therrnochemolysis (Fig S. I ). Furthermore, tailin g o f the wax ester peak s is decreased .
presuma bly due to the existenc e offewer molecular speci es within eac h peak. This approac h
is particularly useful where man y species are expected in a certain lipid class band.. with each
ind ividuaJly be ing below the detec tion limit. Hydro gena tion effectively co mbines these
spec ies into fewer peaks. while still allowin g use ful carbon num ber infonnalion to be
obtained. Yang et oJ. (1996) also used this approach to improv e resol ution. in the direct GC
analysis of marine neutral lipids . 1bc persi steece of some wax esters in these
chromatograms also illlUtJates that low concentrations (0.24-;. w/v ) ofThW-I (Fig. S.la) are
not sufficient for complete thennochemo lysis of ac yl lipids and that even at higher
concentra tions (S% wlv) (F ie:. S. l b) small amo unts o f wax ester remain unre ectee,
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Figu re 5.1. Effect of hydrogenation of the TLE (senling particles,7S m): thennochc:molysis
with methanolic TMAH of: (a) Orig inal TLE (42 ~g total lipid spotted on rod); (b)
Hydrogena ted TLE (14~g lotallipid).
5.2 Neutn 11ipid d an "
5.2. 1 Sterrl and wa s n len
Two cbolesteryl est ers (cbotesl ery l palm itate. CPoand cbolesteryl arac hidare, CA )
both yielded a pyrol ysis prod uct (cho lest.a.J .5-d iene). presumably due 10 deac yla tion (Fig .
5.2). The inlaCt stayl esters wen:not ob served. nor werean y dearly recognlzab le &agmcnts
attributable to the acyl mo ieties. Imect stelY l esters can be det ermined ar high temperatures
( :$ J10 Q C) on long columns (Wakeham and Frew, 1982 ) or on short (5 m) colums (Vang el
al, 1996) . However . due 10 thei r spec ia l column requireme nts . neith er of these approac hes
wo uld be of ge nera l ut il ity for the ran ge of lipid classe s a tte mpted in this work . Since our
inte rest was mainly in the sterol moiet y of stery l esters . the pre sen t approach was adopted.
wax esters were descrbed from the Chromarod surface intact, although roughly equal
masses of the 16:0116:0 (0 .5 .ug). 18:0/1 6 :0 (0.5 .ug) and 18:0118:0 (I .ug) esters sho wed that
GC·MS peak area decreased with inc reasing mass (Fig. 5.2). It is not known wh ethe r this
is due:to greate r thcTmaJ degradal ion of larger esters. or les s efficient desorption o r trans fer
out o f the pyroprobe tmerface.
The wax este rlste ryl ester band of hydroge nated part iculate lipids (15 m ) revealed
that the contribution fro m steryl esters is smal l (- 8% of the to tal band). and due o nly to C,
stero ls (cholestad iene peak ) (fig. 5.3) . Tbe wax ester carbon num ber distributio n incre ases
from C iO to e'f!' above whi ch no other wax esters are observed. Thi s distribuli on d iffers not
only from the mo re nonnal one reported by Wakeham and Frcw ( 1982). bur also from that
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Figure 5.3 Waxester/stery l ester bandfromhydrogenated TLEof sett ling particles (St-7.
75 m depth)desorbed from Chromarod.
ofwax esters detected by desorptionofspotted, unseparated material (14 ~g TLE). in wbich
wax esters with molecular masses up to 564 amu (C,.) were detected. At a higher sample
load (42.ug TLE) on an undeveloped rod section, traces ofthe wax esters up 10 62,0 amu
(C
.oJ werealsodetected, althoughspotting thismuchmaterial reducesTLC resolution. When
the Chromarods are developed. each individualwax ester may not be uniformly distributed
throughout theband.and if the full bandis not included in the fragment cut from the rod, this
may bias the distribution of wax esters seen by desorption. Theapplication ofthe method to
specific regions of an intact rod woukl. be a major step towards alleviating this problem.
The mass spectra COl'TeSpOnding to each GC peak contained prominent [RC0 2H2r
ions of several chain lengths (where R is derived from the wax ester acyl moiety),
demonstrating that each carbon number (Fig . 5.3) contains several alkyVacyl combinations
(Wakeham & Frew, 1982). Assuming equal ionization efficiencies for all of these, the C}6
wax ester is mainly Cn/C,. (80%), with some contnbution fi'om C:o!CI6 (17%). TheC,.peak
contained. in decreaslngorderofabundance. C1<!CI • (75e;.), C16" C I I (16%) , and C lr'CI6 (6%).
whil e C lJC l6 (57%), and C liC11 (31"/0) predominated among theC n esters. These arc in
good agreement with the ratios determined for each peak in the undeveloped extract. The
CdCl6 ester was the most common Cn species. In settling particles from the highly
productive Peru upwelling, C l6 and Cli acids (31 % and46 % oftotal, respectively) andCI6
alcohols (64 % oftota!) were the most commonoftbe waxester constituents (Wak eham and
Frew , 1982) . The waxesters ofc:alaooid copepodscontainmainJy Cl6•~ and en saturated
and monounsaturated fatty alcohols (Sargent et al. , 1981)- CalanJlS jinmarchiCJlS. an
imponant copepod in Newfoundland waters (B . deYoung , pers . comm .), contains C,.-Cn
fatty acids and predominantly (9()O/e of Cotal) 16:0, 20: I and 22: 1 alcohols (Kanner, 1989) .
Thus, the alkyVacyl combinations observed suggest a zooplankton source of wax esters in
these settling particles. Wax esters are the main storage lipids of many cold water
zooplankton, and few marine algae produce significant amount s o fwax esters.
The detection of only c;, sterols in the band isconsiste nt with • marine source for
steryl esters (Volkman, 1986) , and indicates tha t the carbo n number distribution ofsterols in
steryl esters mirrors that in free sterols in these particles (Sectio n 3.3. 2). While the minor (8
% ) contribution of stery l esters to thestery l este r/wax este r band confinns that this band is
a reliable indicator ofzoop1ankton wax ester input, this8 % is apprecia ble in comparison to
the free sterols themselves. For the sample discussed in Fig. 5.3 , stery l esters would be
prese nt at 20 % ofthe concentration offree sterols . For othe r samp les co ntaining more of
the waxester /steryl ester band, the contri butionofseerylesters to total sterols may begreater
still. Steryl este rs comprised < 10 % oftotal sterols insettling particles in a shallow marine
inlet (Pocklington et aI. , 1987) and <5% of total sterols in particulate matt er in the open
tropical Atlantic (Wakeham el 01., 1980).
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5.2.2 Free J'erou
Desorption of 3.6 ~g of a single sterol , eho lcstanol. at 300 "C produced the
dehydrated stero l (2 - or ~holestene) as lhc:largest peal (Fig. S.4a. A) . This sugges:sthat
the sereees cou ld be used to iden tify the original sterol presen t. much as was done for S1ery l
esters . Howe ver, apprecia ble amounts ofthe otheT sten:ne (Fi,. 5.4a. B) and an unidentified
CI ~ hydrocarbon (Fig. 5.4a. C) , like ly due to theTma.I deco mposition of the stero l, "'"erealso
cons isten tly present. Moreo ver, as the amount of sterol applied to the rod section was
decreased to 0 .36 ~g, the hydrocarbon fragment becam e the predominant peak . Desorptio n
o f a ten-s tero l standard gave very low yields o f any diagnostica lly useful ste renes, with
various deh ydration produ cts instead forming a clu ster of peaks (Fig . 5.4b. D) and wi th a
high abundanc e o f the uniden tified hydrocarbon (Fig. 5.4b. E). Clearly. this approach would
be unten able for the anal ysis o f mari ne material , wbe re 20 or more individual stero ls rnay be
present (Sec tion 3.3). Trea tmen t of the same standardwith BSTIA after spotting gave clear
peaks for stero l TM S ethers (Fig. 5.4c.. F) and decreasedthe srereee co ntribution, altho u@:h
some ind ividual stero ls we re not de tected , Sening the pyroprobe to 400 "C desorbed the
sterols entire ly as their ThiS ethers. wuh no sterenes detectable (F ig . 5.5).
The tri methy lsilylated sterol band from a hydrogena ted TLE of sett ling mari ne
panides (100 m) showed a dear carbon number distributi on. with en stero ls most abundan t,
and smal ler amo unts of Cl i • c;, and C~ stero ls (Fig. 5.5). The TM S ether mass spectra
revealed tha t hydro genat ion had not reduced the A' do uble bond in the stero id nucleus. as
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Figure 5.4. Desorpti on of free sterols ; Pyroprobc set to 300 · C. (a) 3.6 J,.I.g 5a-cholcslallOi
desorbed without further treatment. (b ) Mixed stero l standard(9 stero ls p lus co prostaoooe.
1.3,ug total ) deso rbed without furthe r treatment. (e) Mixed sterol standard (0.78 ,ug total ).
desorbed after addi tion of 10 ,uL BSTFA. TMS ethers: I. coprostano l; J . ep icop rostanol; 4.
cholesterol; 5, cho lcstano l; 6. lanosteroVfucosterol. 2 : coprostano ne. Sitosterol, cam pestcrol
and stigmaste rol, while present in the stand ard, were: not detected .
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Figure 5.5. Free sterol band from hydrogenated TL E of settl ing particles (St . 7, 15 m)
desorbed from a Chromarod as TMS ethers . Pyroprobe set at 400 °C. Lenered peaks
are aliphatic alcohol TMS ethers : a, Cl~; b. C~o ; C. C%!.
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also foWld by Yang et oJ. (1996) using this procedure. Therefore: the smallamounts of
cbolestanol, 24-mcthylcholestanoJ and 24-ethylcbolestanol in the chromatogram were:present
in the original W1bydrogenated sample , an observation consistent with the saponificationl
derivatizationlGC results (Section 3.3). The prominence orC:!, sterols in the samplealso
matches the prominence ore;, sterols (desmosterol andcholesterol) in senling panicles and
plankton. A veT)' small peakconesponding to ~ sterols is also apparent, likely due to a
dinoflagellate contribution. No Cm sterols were detected in settling particles or plankton
analyzed by saponi6cationlderivatizationlGC. suggesting that dinoflag ellates were: more:
important contributors to the April 1995 sediment trap samplesthan to those from the periods
disc ussed in Section 3.3 . Alternatively, the e m peak observed here may only have been
detected because a single peak represents the entire C)Ocontribution. In contrast. the
unhydrogenated sample may contain several~ species. with each being below the detection
limit.
5.2.3 Triacylglycerols
Desorption of triacylgJycero l (TAG) standards illustrates the value of
thermochemolysis with TMAH. Desorption of untreated TAGs was unsuccessful at
Pyroprobe settings up to 6OObC. Moreover, when tristearin (trioctadecanoylglyceroJ) was
injected . it did oot elute from the GC co lumn used at a temperature compatible with the
stationary phase (325 Q C) . De Luca er01. (1992) analyzed TAGs by Curie-point pyrolysis-
GC-MS. reporting that they were: desorbed largely intact at 61O QC. However, a metal Curie-
po int wire is not as poro us Of po lar a surface as the silica coat ine o f a Chro marod.
Furthermore. these authors used very high temperatures ( :s;390° C) in the GC scparation.an
approach incompatibl e with our aim Co develop a technique app licable to many iipid classes
and employing common. general -use co lumns.
Ap plicatio n of 10 ~L of 0.24% methanolic TMA H to the triacylgl ycerols tricaprin
(tri dec ano ylg lyceml], tristearin and triarac hidin (tne icosancylglycerol) on a Chromarod
sec tio n yie lded ca pric (decan oicj , s tearic (octadecano ic) and arachidi c (eico san oic) acid
meth yl es ters. Sensi tivi ty differed with carbon number. with a pronounced decrease from
the C,. FAME to the ex. FAME This led to the subsequent use often-fold grcater quantities
ofTMAH to ensure full thcTmochemolysis of lhc:larger TA Gs .
The C I I FAME was the most common in the TAG band from 75 m sett ling partides
thermoc hemc lysed with S ~l of sa;. methanoli<:TMAH . wi th C II and~ FAMEs nearly as
abundant and sm aller amo unts of C l • and Cu FAME s pres ent.
5.2." H}'d rourboD5
While standardIHKIRadecane was r-lily desorbed by the Pyroprobe co il set al lSO
"C a fter the first dev elopmen t. very few hydrocarbons co uld be dear ly detected and
iden tifi ed in the settl ing particulate lipid s al 75 or 100 m dep ths. Phytane (2.6.10 .14-
tetram ethy lhexad ecane), a degradatio n product of algal pigm en ts. was prese nt. along with
an ear lier hydrocarbon peak wi th mlz 268 , poss ibly pristane (2.6. IO.1 4~
tetram ethy lpentadecane). lbe laner is a further breakdown product of phytane . No
unambig uousl y anthro pog enic or peuolewn hydrocarbons were detected . Favaro (199 8)
reported tha t no signi fican t anthropogen ic hydrocarbon co ntaminat ion was present in me
sedi ments in the study area.
5.2. 5 Free (alt)' acids
Palmitic and stearic (C I . and C l , ) free fany acid s (FF As) could not be desor bed
directly from Chromarod sectionsby temperatures up to 270 · C. This is likely due to strong
abso rption of the carboxyl groups onto the polar silica . Con version to their trimethylsilyl
es ters using BSTFA allowed bolh acids to be desorbed in good yields. Th is also hdd for
palmitic acid in a muhi-componenl standard followi ng IWO Tl. C developmen ts . In the free
fatty acid band from the TLE of settlin g particles at 75 m depth , Ct. ac ids pred om inated
(65% of total, assum ing equal MS detection efficiencies for all acids), with smalle r amount s
of C II (13.5%) and C :!O (5 .5%) ac ids and minor amount s ofC 1• (2.1%) , en(2.5% ) and C "
(4.2% ) acids also present. The (Wo·peaks with mass spec tra consi stent with a C ., acid TM S
este r may be due to ISO and O" ' ;· ;SO branc hed C" fany ac ids . both o f wh ich are bac terial
marken (e.g.• Scribe ~/al. , 199 1).
5.2.6 Krl ones. aliphatic al cob ob and mdbyl nten
Hexad ecan- S-one and n- hexadecan ol were dcsorbcd after the first and second
developme nts. respectively. Hexadecan-j-cne was desorbed at 400 "C w;tho ut further
treatment. while the alcohol 1A'aS converted to its TMS ether with BSTTA and desorbed inlaCt
at JOO°C. Some aliphatic alcohols (C ,•• C3lo C::) were detected as TMS ethers in the free
stero l band (Fig. :5.:5).retkcting the difficulty of accur.Ile band location and thus the need 10
develop a system which accommoda tes intact Chromarods . Then: is curren t in terest in the
use o f spec ific alkenones in sed iments as paleoc limatic indicators (e .g.• Ficken and
Farrimond, 199:5). Fun her refinements in the method would be required to al lo w sensitive
analysis or unhydtogenated material. in order not to lose essential infonna tion de riving from
the C=C double bond position.
Patty acid methyl esters (FAMEs) occur natural ly in the marine environment (Parrish
1988). and latroscan TLC·FID detected these as a minor lipid class in 7:5m settl ing particles
(Fig. 4.1). After development o f unhydrogenated lipids from 75 m sen lin g part icles.
desorption of the FAMEs at SOO°C reve aled C,t. C,•• Cu and C:!lI species. wi th comparable
quantities ofsaturatcd and monounsat urated C" FAM E. and the CII and C~ esters being
largely monounsatura ted. No polyunsaturated species 1A"CT'e detected, des pi te th eir being a
major constituent of the fatty acid profi le of thesesettl ing particles (Budge and Parrish.
1998). It is poss ible that they were presen t but underwen t thermaJ degradation .
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5.3 Pob r lipid eluws
5.3 .1 Aecto at-mo bUc pobr lip id s
I.M onopa]rnitin (l.rnonopalmitoyl.,.oc-g lyccrol). a standard for the AM PL peak in
TL C-FID, was desorbcd as its bis(trimethylsil yl) ether (peak 2. Fig. 5.6 ). Peak I in the
chromatogram is due to the 2-monopalmitin bis(TM S) ether (recognizable by ml z - 218 in
usmass spec ttum) (Johnso n and Holman. 1966 ). Since the standard as de livered was 99%
pure. some oftbe l·monopaImi tin or its TMS ether isomerized to the 2·form. euher duriag
TM S ether format ion on the rod or during therma l desorpti on . Several common silylation
reagen ts reportedl y lead to such isomerization when used on monoacylglyce rols (Myher and
Kuksis . 1974) . Nonetheless , the desorp tion of I-MA Gs in good yield has been
de monstrated . In future work . a reage nt which does not lead to isomerizatio n. such as
pyridi ne! hexamethyldisilazaneltrimeth;!o'lchlorosi lane . should be used
Desorpt ion oftbe AM PL band of hydrog ena ted lipids fromsenl ing pan icl es at 100
m after BSTF A treatment gave a range of bis(TMS) ethers o f I- MAGs. with ac yl groups
ranging from C l _ to e ll (Fig. 5.6b). No TMS produ cts due to 2. MAGs we re o bserved.
The re lative sens itivities of the new method for di fferent co nstituents (MAGs .
glycog tycerolipids, pigments) of this complex band are not known. In this case . pigmen t was
sti ll vi sible on the Chro marod sec tions even after the ir removal from the Pyropeobe
folio lAing heating. suggest ing stro ng adsorpt io n on the silica.. Glyeo glycerolipids. also
prod ucts of phot osynthetic algae (Panish..1988) wen: not investigated in this stud y, although
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Figure 5.6. Monoacylglycerol deso rption after BSTFA treatment; Pyroprobe set at 500 °C.
(a) Desorpt ion of a standard (I.monopalmilin) . I , 2-monopalmitin di-TMS ethe r. due to
isomerization: 2. I-monopalmitin di·TMS ether. (b) AMPL band from 100 m settling
particles. Di-TMS ethers of I·MAGs: I, C16; 2, e ll ; 3. c-, . 4, e~~ . A. B: unidenti fied
steroids.
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they may be amenab le 10 anal ysis in a mann er similar to steryl glucos ides (Secti on 5.3.2 ).
S ilylation of the freeglycoside hydroxyls may allo w desorption of the entire molecu le. with
subsequent therma l cleavage yielding a species charact erized by the fatt y acid moie ty . To
date. the AMPL band in TL C·FID analysis of lipid s from settling marin e part icles has been
used to gauge primary prcdu ctiviry, since ucontains glycoglycerol ipids and photosynth etic
pigme nts attributable to phytoplankton (Parri sh . I998b). However, the demonstrated
presence of MAGs suggests thai the AMPLband canno t always be unambiguously attributed
[0 algae . MAG may be fonned by the breakdown of TAG, DAG or other acyl lipids . and
may there fore indicate bacterial activity or other fonns of degradat ion of organic matte r.
In addition to MAGs , two compound s in the AMP L band (F ig . 5.6b. peaks A & B)
have sterol characrer rcharacteristicfragment ions at mlz 215, 147 and 257/255: ), rais ing the
intriguing possibility of sterol -containing species in this band. Steryl chlorin esters ma y be
vel')' s imilar to pigmen ts in their elution beha viour on Chro marods due 10 their
phyto pheo pho rbide a moiety (Fig. 1.4) . and may give the sterol moiety on thermal clea vage.
Furthe r investigations in this area would be aided by the availability of a wel l-characte rized
steryl ch Iorin ester standard.
5.3.2 Sieryl glueosi des
A standard contai ning campeste ryl (24a · methy lcholesteryl) , stigmastery l (2 4a.
ethy lcholest -S.22E-diyl) and sitostery l (24a-e thy lcholesteryl) glucosides yielded peaks
' 05
attr ibuta ble to the dehydral ed steeots ( iollS at mlz 382. 394 and 396. respectively) on
treatment with both TMAH and BSTF A and., 10 a far smaDer extent. on desorpt ion al 5SO · C
without anyadded reagent . PeniJylated (Chrislensen et aJ.• 1982: KusmierzetaJ .• 1989) and
pennethylated sugars have been successfulJy prepared for gas chro matography , and SO it is
possible that the Sleryl glucomes were trimethylsllylated or methylated at all the hydroxyl
positions on the glucosemoeity . However. sucha co rnpowxl is wilike ly to elute from a 2$· m
capillary colwm. with the observed retention time. Furthermore. muhipk peaks containing
these X,IISwereobserved (fig. 5.7). despite only three stero ls being present. and these eluted
at the same rete ntion times rellardkss of the treatment used . \\bile TMAHis known to
hydrolyze Illycosidic linkalles (del Rio erd ., 19%). the sterol massspectra did DOtindicate
methylationat the C·3 oxygen whenit was used. and when freecampesterol, stigmaste rol and
sitosterol standardswere desorbed with TMAH.peaks due to the sterol methyletters were
o bserved at longer retention times than tho se of the stero l species obtained from steryl
glucosMies.
Cleavage ofthe glycosidic linkage. would result in stcradienes (fig. 5.8); this co uld
occur by beatwoe or with the assistance of TMAH . The3.s-dieDe5(fig. 5.8. I) would be
expected as the major product. bmg stabilized by conjugation. So me of the 2.S~ may
also be expected (fig. 5.8. D). Lastly, isomerization ofthe 3.S-.diene maygive some o f the
conj ugated 2.4-diene (fig. 5.8. W). Fo r a given sterol, these three species would have
identical molecular ions and very similar fragmentation patterns. but slightly different
rete ntion times., leading to muhiple GC peaks where only one is expected . The greater
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Fig ure 5.7. Total ion chromat ogram resulting from the desorption of campesteryl ,
stigmasteryl and sitosteryl glucoside (2.3 ",g total ) from a Chromarod sect ion after
BSTFA application. The same result was obtained wi th TMAH (MeOH) appli cation.
abundance o f srereees observed after treaUTlmlwith TMAH or BSTFA suggests tha i
therma.lor TMAH·assiSled c1ca"'age takes place:after deso rptio n. since cenvauzaucn of the
gl)'cos idc hydroxyls wou ld decrease the strength of adsorpt ion on the silica surface.
'"
Figure 5.8. Isomeric stc radicncs proposed 10 result from thcnnaI cleavage ofcampe steryl
glucosidc.
There is 00 evidence in steryl glucoside desorption chromatograms of any fragments
attributable to the glucose moiety, regardlessoftile treatment used . Pyrolysis of glucose or
saccharides containing it may produce a number of species, including levoglucosan (1 ,6-
anhydrogl ucose) , or its permethylatcd or persilyilatcd analogues (Jackman, 1991). Ions
characteristic ofkvoglucosan or glucose, or any oftheir methylated or silylated analogues.,
were not observed in the mass spectra of any GC peaks from stery. glucoside desorption.
Lastly , pyrolysis of glucose can produce low molecular mass speces such as 2·furfuraI and
hydtoxymethylfurfural(1rwin, 1982). Ifthcse species wereproduced., they wouldhave eluted
from the column during the early, fasttemperature ramp and tberefore wouJd not have been
detected due to thedetector solvent delay. Ahernatively, the polar , porous silica surface may
simply have retained the glucose tnoaety or its products. Thisisconceivable since other polar
compounds, such as pigments. were not removed by p)TOlysis to an appreciable extent.
How ever . this is inconsistent with desorption being easier after silylat ion or methylation has
inactivated the glucose hydroxyl groups .
Co· spo tting of steryl glucoside and phosphatidylcholine standards, followed by the
third development, showed that they elute in tile same area oftbe Chromarod, the former
eluting approximately I cm.abead.ofthe latter witbout full baselinesepatation(Fig.S .9). This
suggest s caution in the use ofTLC·FID to monitor total phospholipids, since at least one
other class of substances may elute in the same region of the chromatogram.
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Figure 5.9. Elution of stery l J lucoside (50) standard in the third developmen t (Section 4 .4).
The upper two chromatogram s were subject ed to the third development only; the
lower one . to all three developments. PL standard: dipalmi toylphosphat idylcho linc;
AMPL stan dard : I-monopalmitin .
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5.J.J Pbospholi pid5
Phospholipids could not be desorbed without further treatment . likel y due to their
very polar head group s. 1lImnochemolysis with TMA H yielded FAMEs from the
phospholipid acyl group s. with the treatment of dipalmitoylphosparidykholine giving an
abundant C II; FAM E peak . To date only phosphatid ylchol ine and ethano lamine stand ards
have been investigated . and so it is not known whether the method discriminate s between
various phosphol ipid subclasses. The differing structures of their phosphatidy l head- group s
in fluence the strength of their absorption to silica. and so this is an important topic for further
study.
The phospholipid band of hydrogenated settling particulate lipids (100m) desorbed
in this way showed a maximum at C I6 in its carbo n nwnber di stribu tion, with roughl y equa l
amo unts ofC w C ll ' C:o and Cupresent at approx imately one -third this level. Very low
levels of C 1. , C I6 and C li FAMEs were dete cted in phosphol ipids at 75 rn.
Any stery l glycosidc s present in this band would pre sumabl y have been detected as
the correspon di ng sterenes, as occurred with stery l glucos ide standards . Since no sterenes
were observed. steryl glycosides would be present only at a concentration below the 2.3 ~g
detectio n limit for these compound s (the lowest level obse rved with TMA H treatment). if
at al l, although this wou ld still constitute 27 % of the 8.6 .ug phosph olipid peak . Howe ver.
the absence of any small peak d ose to the phospholipid peak in the TlC-FID chromatograms
(e .g .• Fig. 4.1) suggests that no steryl glyco sidcs are present .
5.4 Pyro pro be 1. ' ll'nuc: moI.,Io...d reprud. dbilily eoutdc n lioa.
A number offxtors may conl:nbule 10 the rather broad peaks and tailingapparent in
several o f the ctwmalograrmof desorbed 1ipids. Durinl:desorplion. some bed: diffus ion of
the anal)te vapour may we place in the dead vo lume surrounding the pwmum co il bejore
the mar.erial is swept ontc the co lmm. Desorbed anaiyIes arc introduced into the colwnn as
a solvmtless wpour and travel down the sectio nofcolwm threadedinto the heated interface
before enco unlering the coo l oven, whicb does DOl allow solvent re..condensalion and
re focusing on the colwm bead by the solvent: effect (Grab and Grob, 1978) although cold
trapping can still occur . Furthermore , it is not known whether deso rptiow pYTOlysis is
instantaneous or whether it occurs during me entire length oCme 20 s bealing pulse . Last ly,
the interio r of me interface is stainless steel, rather!.han deacti vated alassor quartz like a
nonnal injecto r port 1ining whicb is designed 10 minimize anaJyte adsorption and thermaJ
deco mposition. \Ir'tWc COotael with this surface by the desorbed 5lUq)1e woWdbeminimal.
so me adsorption lhiiIy take place. wtUcb would co ntribut e 10 peak tailing and possibly 10
decomposition.
CWTeDlly, this method is useful only as a qualitatM: or scmi-quantitative identi6cation
too l fo r lipid molecular species. Theneed 10 use the split mode (due to a back-pressure
regula ted injector port on the HP-S890 GC instrumen t) co ntnbuled. to problems with
sens itivity and poor reprod ucibility (Table 5.1). Micrograms of material are oormally
available in a Chromarod TLC band . Thisamount should be ample for quant itative molecular
species analysis oflipKis. being 2- ) orders of magrUtude erea ter thanthe amount ormaterial
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nonn al ly required for GC. Much of the desorbed material may have been lost thro ugh the
split vent. The split injection mode is also poor ly suited to quantitation . and this may be
exacerbated by the fast He flows used at the stan of each run to sweep material onto the GC
colu mn. which mak es it difficu lt to establish a stable:split ratio .
T.b~ 5.1. Reproducibility ofdesorptioll/p~"TOlysis from Chromarod fragments, as illustrated
for steryl and \\,1lX esters . 1.2 ~g cholesteryl arachidate. 1 .ug each o f 16 ;0/16 :0 and
18:0116 :0 wa x esters. Peak 1= 3.5-c:holestadienc:; peak 2'"" 16:0116:0 ; peak ] =
18'0116'0
Peak Peak ratios M,,,, % RSD
I 2 ) 4 ,
peak If peak 2 0.247 0.3 59 0.15 0.128 0.914 0.36 90
peak 2f peak 3 3.05 4.' 2.46 2.43 3.71 3.23 27
peak If peak 3 0.754 1.62 0.366 0.31 1 3.39 1.29 100
5.5 Anticip. led dirulions in Ihe developm~nt orTLC~pyrolysis-GCIMS
A lot of materia l in each band may be:staying adsorbed to the rod coa ting during
pyrolysis or deso rption. Even at 800-900 ~C. Mukherjee (1974) observed that some lipids
were not com pletely removed from a Si01 layer by pyrolysis. In this work . some:anaIytes
have been con ven ed to forms more c:.asi lydesorbed from silica or cleaved; howe ver . the use
of reagents which reversibly alter the silica surface to facili ta te desorption may also be
feas ible. Ramale y et 0/. (1985 ) obtained greater sens it ivity in the lase r desorp tion and
detect ion of materiaI from TL C plates after siJanization ofthc SiO! stationary phase .
The CWTent approach docs nega te one o f the major advantages ofChromarod nc.
nam ely that the rods can be:re-used 100 times or more (Parri sh 1987). An even tual future
goa l in the: development of this tec ltnique is to modifY the Pyro probe interface to
accommodate:: an intact rod and deso rb each band by sequentiaJl y hc:ating in differen t places
alo ng its len gth. thus PJ1e5e1Ving the:rod for repeated usc. A further advantage of thi s ....ould
be the certai nty of desofbin g an entire band. CurTc:ntly. lipid clas s bands are cut from a rod
afte r thei r locations are determ ined based on the:scanning of adjac ent. replica ie rods. Where
band locations are not identical on all rods . thi s can lead 10 the loss of one or both edge s o f
the band of interest or contam ination from adjacent bands (e.g .• Sect ion 5.2.2).
6. Concl usio ns
The use of Slerols as so urce biomarkers in a co kl-occaD eco system bas been
demonstrated. The Slerol co mpositio n of Trmity Bay plankt on Det tow material. 'ol.U
predo minat ed by the c;, stero ls choleslerol desmosterol aDdnwu-22-dehydnxhoieslcrol
and the c,. sterols 24-methylenccbolesl:erol aDd brassicasterol aUSUgge5tM of D'1l1rioe
(espec ially diaJ:om) input . The sterol composition of settling particles and especaafty
sediments was more co mp lex than that of plankton. Theterrntrial stero ls 24-ethykho leslerol
and 24-mc:tby lcbo lest ero l and their stanol analogues were pre valent in the sediments (<28%
for 24-ethy lcholc:stero l alone) . Sterol -based source apportionation indicates that at inshore
sites <61 % of the sterols are terrestrial and even at olr-shore 5t·7, <3D-/eofthe sedimental'y
sterols are terrestrial. 1bis suggests that terrestrial materials. including those introduced by
human activity , may become widespread in the marine eco system. \Vhik no typ ical
dinoflage llate stero ls were detected in the plankton or settling particles, dinoflagellates appear
10 be an imponant coombuto r to sedimentary of&anic matter, as diDosterol and
dehydrodinosterol occ umd in all sediments.
The fecal stero l co prostanol was a minor compoocnl ofthe H-l UK! H-9 sedimemary
sterols and was DOtdetected in aD)' other samples. Its low abundance and rat io to c:bolesl:erol
suggest that sewage input is minimal, is readily dispersedor degraded,or is depo sited oNy
in ueimmediate vicinity o f sewage outfaUs.
To address the limitations of latroscanTlC-RD, the method usedfor determination
III
cf total freesterols. a new techniq ue (lLC.Pyrolysis-GC/rl.IS) was de veloped . Ten neutral
and polar lipid classes have been desorbed from silica-coated Chromarods for direct GCIMS
analysis. Steryl esters. wax esters, hydrocarbons. ketones and farty acid methyl esters were
descrbed \\itho ut pre-treatment. Free stero ls. monoacy lilycero ls. aliphatic alcohol s. free
fatty acids and stery l @Iucos idesrequired in Silu conversion to ThiS deri vatives on the rod
before desorptio n. Triacylglycerels and phos pho lipids were converted to farry acid methyl
esters by thennochc mol ysis with TMAH . The:composition of separ ated lipid bands from
settl ing particles has bee n eluci dated qualua rively or semi -quan titatively . This was
particu larly valuable for bandscontainin g more than one lipid cl ass (stery l ester/wax ester,
acetone mobile polar lipid). The wax este r1steryl ester band. co ntained no more than 8~.
stery l esters, suggesting tha t steryl esters are a minor component of this band but may be an
imponan t fraction of the to tal sterol pool. The:composition of 1he steryl ester band (only C~1
detect ed] agrees with that of the free stero l band . which in tum ma tches the carbon number
distri butio n found by saponification.. extrac tion and trimeth yls ily lation GC anal ysis for
stero ls.
In six.individual ac yl lipid classes. C,~·Cll fatty acids were detected. with Cl~ acids
predo minant in all but wax esters . Cl.~ monoacylglycerol s were identified in the com plex.
acetone-mobile polar lip id band . Moreover. the fany acid chai n lengths present in six
indi vidual acyl lipid classes have been revealed . informati on unobtai nable by
transm ethylation of the TLE. Thus, the method greatly extends the scope of lauoscan nc·
FlO. Ant icipated impro\'cmenu in the method would include modifying the Pyropeobe
interface to accommodate an inlad Chromarod.lhrreby preserving the latter for repeated use.
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APP~DdiJ: A. Calibration curves forcoprostanol. cholesterol and stigmasterol. Fur
each pial, n-2 1; pointsare means± SO; regressions were performe d
using the individualdata. Dashedlines represent 9S % confidence intervals.
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AppeDdis: B. Proportionsofindividual sterols('Yo of'total}insediment corenonzcns. . « nonedetected.
"-I I o.p'h(,m) 0-2 2-4 6-810-1114-16 18-2020-22 22-2426-28Mun::l::SD
4-nonkhwl=hol"'o:rol 6.2 4.4 4.1 5.2 8.1 4.1 1.2 6.8 1.6 S.4:t2.1
'~ S1anOI J.l 1.6 2.2 2.1 0.8 z.1.0
t ;~ 1 2.1 1.0 1.9 2.3 5.1 5.6 2.1 6.5 1.8 3.3:*:2.1
occelesterol J.I 1.8 3.6 0.7± 1.3
ans-22-dchvdrocbolesteroJ .61 1.0 - 2.0 2.9 1.9 J.S 3.S I.Sz. 1.2
"",-22-deh-drocholeS1anOl J.l 0.21 0.81 3.1 0.6 ± 1.0
holestcrol 3.8 3.1 3.3 4.0 5.1 4.6 4.1 3.9 S.S 4.2z.0.8
holestanol 2.S 2.1 2.3 3.1 2.9 2.8 1.8 2.4 3.1 2.7 z.O.S
e.brassicasterol 6.2 2.4 2.6 3.1 2.9 3.2 1.9 3.2 S.I 3.4± 1.4
'eo....brassicutanol 2.0 .24 2.0 2.6 1.8 2.3 1.0 1.0 2.9 U ±0.9
4-methvlenecllolesterol 1.9 1.4 1.4 2.2 2.0 1.4 1.8 4.1 2.4 2.1±O.I
~holmerol 6.5 8.S 6.1 4.6 10 4.8 1.8 6J S.3 6.6±U
4-meth IchoJestanoI 1.81.1 4.3 SJ 1.6 3.1 2.B 1.4 6.1 ] .2::1:: 1.9
lh'I......,.,··ol 2.B - S.B 1.0:1:2.0
~ldeh drocbolestanol 2.0 3.4 - 0.6± 1.2
~eholesta-S 22-dienol 1.8 .092.7 2.9 2.6 1.8 2.1 3.2 2.9 2.1± 1.0
iethvlcholest-22-enol .22 1.6 2.B 2.6 2.B 2.B 3.5 3.2 2.2:U.3
4<th Icholesterol 23 2S 2B 21 2B 26 30 26 21 26 :1: 2
24..eth Icholestanol B.3 B.S 1.1 1.4 1.9 1.0 9.S 1.1 B.O 7.9otO.7
idt:lwdrodinosterol 1.2 J.l 3.4 3.1 2.6 1.3±1.S
inoslerol 3.1 6.0 1.1 S.2 3.B 4.1 2.B 3.5 4.0 4.6± I.S
steratrienol 1823 14 6.2 1.1 IS 14 9.0 4.6 1.2± 6.2
Unidentified sterols 3.9 4.8 S.1 12 3.1 4.0 0 3.4 6.1 4.9±3 .2
AppeDdil B. (Continued)
"-9 I "'pl. (. m) 0.1 1-4 '-I 10-1111-1416-1818-2021·1416-1818·30 Me.. :*:S[
24-nordehvdrocholcslerol 7.8 4.0 7.0 3.5 5.6 4.6 6.3 4.7 3.5 4.4 5.I : U
4-nordehydrocholcstanol 1.7 1.8 3.0 1.4 2.0 1.2 3.2 2.7 1.4 1.1: 1.0
Icooro.tanol - 2.5 l .9 1.0 4.4 1.6 1.6 2.9 2.9 2HU
~nlamn>mnol 2.0 1.4 l .7 4.1 1.I 2.2 2.1 2.1 3.6 l .3 2.1. 1.0
kxxclu1erol - 2.0 1.0 1.4 U 0.89 0.66 1.0 1.1 1.6 1.1 : 0.6
1trmu·22-dehvdrocholcslerol .41.1) .72 3.1 1.2 0.91 0.97 0.66 1.1 1.0 .10.1
1Iram·22-<khvdro<:hol..-1 2.0 2.7 1.6 2.\ 2.0 2.0 2.3 I.St 1.1
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bolestanol 4.3 4.1 4.6 5.3 4.2 4.7 4.4 4.0 4.7 5.4 4.6 ± 0.4
'trJl\brassicasterol 4.3 6.\ 4.6 2.6 3.7 l .S 3.5 l .S 3.\ l .S l .IHO
tldnssicastlnoJ 2.0 2.6 3.2 1.4 2.0 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.1 1.7 2.3: 0.5
4-medlv1ene<holcstm>l 1.I 3.7 4.2 1.5 2.2 3.0 2.7 l .l 3.1 4.9 3.2.:i: 1.0
4-methykholcSlerol 7.6 6.9 7.6 4.2 7.6 1.1 1.1 9.1 6.1 1.4 7.6 : 1.4
mrdnrlcholtl1anOl 0.59 1.0 1.0 0.3:0.4
I-mcthvlcholes1anol 3.1 2.4 l .3 1.8 2.9 l .6 l .S 3.7 l .1 4.7 l .H O.1
khol.....S.22-di""'l l .O 4.1 2.9 2.9 1.5 2.4 1.9 2.3 2.3 1.4 2.H O.1
~Icholesterol \7 14 IS 2.6 16 \1 IS \6 16 19 15 :*: 5
2J.etJwlcholestanoJ 5.' ' .4 5.1 12 6.4 9.6 5.5 7.7 5.5 1.7 7.4:2.1
ruco.1crol 5.5 ,..
"
4.5 0.55 3.4 2.' ' .5 5.7 4.•• SA
:hvdrodioosterol 4.9 4.4 4.2 7.4 3.5 5.0 4.4 4.0 4.0 4.4 4.6 : 1.1
inosterol 1.2 4.4 2.7 5.0 1.1 1.4 2.0 1.9 1.8 0.11 2.2H4
sleralrienol 4.0 5.0 2.5 U 3.0 3.6 l .l 4.1 \.5 l .9 3,) : 1.2
nidentiflCd llerol 4 2 12
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App~nd iJ. B. (Continued.)
SI·' Deptk (cDI) 1.- 16-12.4-.611-20 2-24 ..11lJo.Jl Me.. zS
24-nonkhvdrocholesterol 1.12.• J.O J.4 J.O J.l J.I 1.1 l.l z O.2
4-nonI,hwlro<hokstonoi J.SJ.I 1.9 2.2 2.J 2.1 S.2 2.9 2.9z 1.1
~"'_I J.4 4.0 2.0 2.S 2.• 2.0 S.2 1.6 2.9z 1.2
blOS1erol .91 I.• 1.2 0.9J 0.97 1.0 2.9 0.94 I.3z0.7
alU-22~dwdrocholesterol .10 2,9 2.S O.IS 2.1 J.O 2.9 JJ 2.3;; 1.2
""'·22.... """""1101......1 2.44.4 .J 2.9 S.4 S.J 4.9 3.7 4.4z 1.3
holeJleroI S.7 4.7 • .1 7.2 7.2 7.7 • .7 1.1 6.H : 1.I
holestanol • .91.0 7.4 I .S 7.S 7.1 1.7 7.7 7.7;;0.6
rtnilbrassicasterol 4.4 S.O 4.1 • .4 • .0 4.J J.I S.4 S.0' 0,9
rtDi'lbrassicastcrol J.43.S 3.4 3.1 J.I J,2 2,1 3.0 3.2> O.S
!4-metJwlcnccholcsterol ) .& 4.4 4,S . ,0 4,9 4,J 2,1 J.• 4.3z 0.9
!4-mcthvkholcsterol IS 12 12 9,9 10 9.1 • .4 1.0 10 z )
4-mcthvkholcstlnol 4.1 3.5 J,. J.7 J.S 2,9 I.S 2,2 ) ,1z O.9
1hvkhol.....S.22.<ficnol 1..2,S I.. 2.0 1.1 1.7 2.0 2.1 I.HO.l
<kthvkhol" lerol 7,2 7.0 7.S S,4 7,1 I ,. IS \I 1.7;;3.2
~hvkhol"""" • .2 7,S • .7 • .9 • .7 . ,S S.J S.7 6.4 j; 0.7
_I l .S2.I l .S S.I J.I 4,0 2J 4,. 16 :1:0.9
'hvdmdinostcTol 1.1 4.0 S.2 7,0 J,7 7.1 4.• J.4 4.9:1: 1.5
inosterol 1.1 1.7 I,S 1.4 I,S 2,4 I,S 2.1 ).I j; O.S
Unidentified sterols II IS IS 14 I. IS IJ 17 I5 t2




